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Abstract
In recent years, a number of sky survey projects have chosen to use arrays of commercial
cameras coupled with commercial photographic lenses to enable low-cost, wide-area
observation. Projects such as SuperWASP, FAVOR, RAPTOR, Lotis, PANOPTES, and
DragonFly rely on multiple cameras with commercial lenses to image wide areas of the sky
each night. The sensors are usually commercial astronomical charge coupled devices
(CCDs) or digital single reflex (DSLR) cameras, while the lenses are large-aperture, highend consumer items intended for general photography. While much of this equipment is
very capable and relatively inexpensive, this approach comes with a number of significant
limitations that reduce sensitivity and overall utility of the image data. The most frequently
encountered limitations include lens vignetting, narrow spectral bandpass, and a relatively
large point spread function. Understanding these limits helps to assess the utility of the data,
and identify areas where advanced optical designs could significantly improve survey
performance.
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1 Introduction
Astronomers watch the sky, but not all astronomers are alike, and what they watch for varies significantly
from one group to another. Following Lippershey’s invention of the refractor in 1608, early astronomers
studied point targets with their telescopes, but surveyed the skies with their eyes. Eventually portrait
lenses were adapted for use as wide-field cameras for survey and star mapping work, followed by meteor
photography, asteroid and comet searches, tracking active satellites, watching for the afterglow of gamma
ray bursts, looking for transiting exoplanets, and characterizing space debris [1]. While the precise tools
and techniques for such endeavors have changed some over the past century, the advantage of a widefield optical system is that a small number of instruments can survey large parts of the sky. More
importantly, the low cost of these smaller instruments allows for greater numbers to be employed for
longer periods of time, pushing sky surveillance into the realm of near continuous monitoring.
Today, a multitude of sky survey projects rely on arrays of low-cost, commercial camera lenses equipped
with charge coupled device (CCD) imaging sensors. While inexpensive and readily available, the
commercial optics have performance limitations that result from design trades intended to make the lenses
lighter, less expensive, and easier to manufacture. The limitations reduce sensitivity and introduce other
concerns for the quality of scientific knowledge that can be gained from the image data.
This report presents a brief overview of survey projects using arrays of camera lenses, explores the
limitations of these systems, and discusses potential gains that might be achieved through the use of
custom lens systems designed specifically for wide-field astronomical applications rather than general
purpose photography.
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2 Astronomical Lens Arrays
In recent years, astronomers have increasingly turned to low-cost camera lenses to collect images over
wide areas of the sky, and in many cases, over wide temporal windows. The camera lens-based
instruments are inexpensive, therefore allowing astronomers to increase sensitivity by dedicating multiple
apertures to monitoring the same part of the sky, or they use multiple apertures to simultaneously cover a
larger portion of the visible sky. Some classify these instruments as telescopes, while others consider
them to be astrographs. Here we simply call these small, multiple-aperture instruments “lens arrays” to
distinguish them from single and double aperture refractive astrographs such as the Red Lens Astrograph
at the US Naval Observatory [2] and the Carnegie Double Astrograph at the Lick Observatory [3].
The widely published use of commercial lens-based instruments with CCD sensors dates back to the early
1990s when a distributed network of all-sky cameras was used to watch for meteors and fireballs. In the
mid-1990s, other instruments were used for imaging the tails of comets Hyakutake and Hale Bopp [4].
Table 1 presents a list of lens-based survey projects. The list is not represented as being complete and the
start dates are derived from published papers, which may, or may not, report the actual start date of the
project. What is striking about this list is how extensively these systems are in use at present.
Of the lens array projects in Table 1, we highlight four that demonstrate some of the dominant features
and the range of design space for lens arrays.
•

The miniWASP survey is somewhat unique as it is an amateur project and combines commercial
camera lenses and apochromatic (APO) refractors within the same small array [5].

•

The RAPTOR-Q system, part of the “Thinking Telescope” project of Los Alamos National
Laboratory, combines five small, but very wide angle, lenses to form an integrated all-sky
monitoring system [6].

•

DragonFly is a relatively new project, combining ten large, 400 mm focal length lenses on a
single mount [7].

•

The lens array of the Honghe Station of the Purple Mountain Observatory in China appears to
combine approximately 100 apertures mounted through the surface of a dome to provide a
complete view of the visible sky [8].

Figure 1 presents pictures of the hardware used for the miniWASP survey (Figure 1a), the RAPTOR-Q
system (Figure 1b), and the DragonFly instrument (Figure 1c). Figures 2a and 2b present exterior and
interior views of the lens array system at Honghe Station in China.
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Table 1. List of survey projects using arrays of commercial camera lenses
Project

Start

AROMA-W

2010

ASAS
ASAS-SN
AWCam

1997
2013
2012

BOOTES

1997

CAMS
CATS
CoCam & CoCam2
COLD
ConCam
DragonFly

2010
2012
1997
2012
2003
2014

Name
AGU Robotic Optical Monitor for Astrophysical
objects, Wide-field
All Sky Automated Survey
All Sky Automated Survey for SuperNovae
Arctic Wide-Field Camera
Burst Optical Observer and Transient
Exploring System
Cameras for Allsky Meteor Surveillance
Compound Arctic Telescope Survey
Comet Camera
Commercial Optics for LEO Debris
Con(tinuous) Cam(era)
Dragonfly Telephoto Array

EvryScope

2014

Wide Seer, full-sky gigapixel-scale telescope

FAVOR
FlyEye
HAT
Honge
ISON VT-53e
KELT

2005
2013
1999
unk
2003
2007

FAst Variability Optical Registration
Fly's Eye Camera System
Hungarian-made Automated Telescope
Honge Station Lens Array
International Scientific Optical Network
Kilodegree Extremely Little Telescope

LOTIS

1996

Livermore Optical Transient Imaging System

MASCARA

2014

Multi-Site All Sky Camera

MASTER-VWF

2009

miniMegaTortora

2010

MMT-6
MMT-9
miniWASP

2012
2014
2012

PANOPTES

2014

PASS
PhotopicSkySurvey
Pi of Sky
QES
RAPTOR

2001
2012
2009
2010
2002

Mobile Astronomical System of the TElescope
Robot - Very Wide Field
Telescopio Ottimizzato per la Ricerca dei Transienti
Ottici RApidi
miniMegaTortora - 6-lens system
miniMegaTortora - 9-lens system
mini Wide-Area Search for Planets
Panoptic Astronomical Networked OPtical
observatory for Transiting Exoplanets Survey
Permanent All Sky Survey
Photopic Sky Survey
Pi of the Sky
Qatar Exoplanet Survey
RAPid Telescopes for Optical Response

ROTSE-1

1996

Robotic Optical Transient Search Experiment

Sentinel
Sova-5
Starbrook (UK)
SuperWASP
TASS
TrES
SSA
WASP0

1993
2014
2010
1999
1996
2004
2012
2000

WIDGET

2004

Sentinel Fireball All-Sky Camera Network
Sight - part of the Pritsel system
United Kingdom Satellite Surveillance
Super Wide Angle Search for Planets
The Amateur Sky Survey
TransAtlantic Exoplanet Survey
Lens Array Demo
Wide-Angle Search for Planets
WIDefield telescope for Gamma-ray burst Early
Timing

XO

2003

XO Project

Description

Ref.

Active galactic nuclei

9

Photometric monitoring of the entire sky
Supernova search
Exoplanet search from high latitudes

10
11
12

Follow up observation of Gamma Ray Bursts

13

Minor meteor shower observation
10,000 square degree transient and transit search
Wide-field comet tail photography
Wide-field search for space debris in LEO
All-sky camera for monitoring transient phenomena
Low surface brightness objects
Time-domain all sky observation for exoplanets,
supernova etc.
Subsecond time domain, wide-field imaging
Large etendue time-domain survey
Extra solar planet detection
LEO Satellite Tracking?
Satellites in Low Earth Orbit
Transiting exoplanets
Gamma ray burst follow-on observation (similar to
ROTSE-1)

14
15
4
16
17
7

Finding key targets for exoplanet atmosphere studies

25

Prompt GRB observations

26

Rapid transients, meteors, satellites in LEO

27

Rapid transients, meteors, satellites in LEO
Rapid transients, meteors, satellites in LEO
Amateur exoplanet search similar to WASP

28
29
5

Transiting exoplanets

30

Transiting exoplanets
All sky, high resolution, full color image
Search for short duration optical transients
Exoplanet discovery
Detect and track transient objects
Robotic search for optical afterglow of gamma ray
bursts
Continuous monitoring of the night sky for meteors
Satellites in Low Earth Orbit
Space situational awareness - satellite tracking
Photometry of planetary transits
All sky survey
Exoplanet search
Space situational awareness - satellite tracking
Search for exoplanets

31
32
33
34
6

18
19
20
21
8
22
23
24

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

Gamma-ray burst optical afterglow monitoring

43

Detection and Characterization of Transiting
Extrasolar Planets

44
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(a) miniWASP
(b) RAPTOR-Q
(c) DragonFly
Figure 1. Three modern lens array projects.

(a) exterior view

(b) interior view

Figure 2. The lens array at Honghe Station, China.
While astrograph arrays made with commercial lenses and cameras are rapidly increasing in popularity, it
is interesting to note that the use of lens arrays for astronomical observations is by no means a recent
development. The literature contains multiple examples of camera lenses being used to build custom
wide-field astronomical instruments for sky mapping and meteor photography, but these are normally
single aperture instruments.
The first recorded use of a camera lens for dedicated astrophotography (not solar or lunar photography) is
credited to William Simpson of the U. P. School in Aberdeen, Cape Province, South Africa [45]. On
October 3, 1882, Simpson captured an image of the “Great Comet of 1882” and sent it to David Gill, then
director of the Royal Observatory at the Cape of Good Hope. The image was of no scientific value due to
camera motion [46], but it demonstrated to Gill, the potential for wide-field astrophotography. A
reproduction of Simpson’s comet image is seen in Figure 3. A few weeks later, Gill used an f/4.4 Ross
rapid portrait lens (built by Dallmeyer), to capture an image of the great comet of 1882 [47]. In the
finished photograph Gill noticed that the lens and film were sufficiently sensitive to record many stars,
which gave him the idea that portrait lenses could be used to develop star catalogs. A reproduction of
Gill’s original photograph is seen in Figure 4.
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Figure 3. Simpson’s image of the Great Comet of 1882 [48].

Figure 4. The great comet of 1882, by David Gill.
Image credit: Wikimedia Commons.

Perhaps the most famous portrait lens astrograph was known as the “Willard Lens.” This was a Petzvaltype portrait lens made by Charles Unser in New York City in the 1850s, and distributed by Willard &
Company [49]. The lens had a 5.85-inch aperture and 31-inch focal length. The Petzval optical system is
important in astronomy as it has been used both for astrograph lenses and apochromatic refractors. Figure
5 shows the layout of a Petzval portrait lens. The legendary astronomer, E.E. Barnard began
experimenting with the Willard lens in 1889. Later, the lens was mated to a mount and drive mechanism
and became known as the Croker Telescope, seen in Figure 6. An image of Messier object #31, then
believed to be a nebula, as captured by Barnard in 1889, is seen in Figure 7.
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Figure 5. Layout of Petzval-type portrait lens.

Figure 6. The Crocker Telescope featuring the Willard lens [50].
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Figure 7. Image of M31, by E.E. Barnard, 1889 [51].
While there are numerous examples of commercial camera lenses being used for astrophotography since
1882, there are also multiple examples of wide-field lens systems being purposely built to support
astrophotography. Two of the better-known examples of such lenses are the 24-inch Bruce Telescope and
various examples of the Ross-type lens astrograph. The Bruce Telescope was a 24-inch aperture Petzvaltype lens built specifically for astrophotography [52]. It was ordered in 1889 but not completed until 1893
when it was installed at the Cambridge Observatory of the Harvard College. At 24 inches of aperture, the
Bruce Telescope was enormous. Clearly, no commercial camera lenses of this size were available.
Compared to smaller Petzval-type lenses, the field of view was reduced significantly to accommodate
available glass plates. The narrower field also allowed for better correction of aberrations and higher
overall image quality. An image of the Bruce Telescope is seen in Figure 8.

Figure 8. 24-inch aperture Bruce Telescope of the Harvard Observatory [53].
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In 1918, Frank Ross, then working for the Eastman Kodak company, modified the World War I era
Hawkeye aerial camera lens to improve image quality for astronomical photography [54]. This work was
not simply to repurpose an existing aerial camera lens for astrophotography. Ross actually reformulated
the lens design to reduce aberrations and improve the field of view. The lens consisted of four separated
elements, but unlike the Petzval design, the Ross lens was symmetric about the aperture stop, which
resulted in reduced distortion with similar improvements in coma and astigmatism. Various versions of
the Ross lens were built for astronomical research, ranging in aperture from 3 inches to as large as 20
inches. One example of large Ross-type astronomical lenses is the double astrograph of the Yale Southern
Observatory [3]. A picture of the twin lenses is seen in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Twin lenses of Yale Southern Observatory double astrograph [55]
Similar to the Bruce Telescope, a custom lens design for the Yale astrograph was sought to improve
utility for astronomical research. Multiple commercial designs similar to the Ross lens layout were
available as early as 1898 [56], but the Ross lens was specifically formulated to improve image quality
beyond that which was available from these commercial alternatives.
In the late 1890s, the famous Yale astronomer, Edward Pickering, used an array of six cameras with
portrait lenses, all on a common mount, to photograph meteor showers. The instrument was called the
Yale Meteorgraph [57]. Eventually a second system with six lenses was built and located a few miles
away. At one point, both instruments were equipped with a large rotating shutter in an attempt to obtain
timing information to determine meteor velocities. Each lens could image an area of 600 square degrees
with the complete instrument covering 2400 square degrees (accounting for image frame overlap). A
picture of the Yale Meteorgraph is shown in Figure 10 [58].
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Figure 10. The Yale Meteorgraph.
Decades later saw the development of the Remeis camera for the Bamberg Southern Sky Patrol. Various
partial descriptions of this instrument exist with different configurations, but the most common design
featured six cameras mounted three each in two boxes, all on a common tracking mount. A later
configuration increased the lens count to ten cameras with two boxes containing two cameras each added
to the common mount. Two separate systems were operated to cover the northern and southern skies. The
northern sky patrol operated from 1928-1939, while the southern survey operated from 1963-1976 [59]. A
picture of the Remeis camera with ten apertures is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11. The Remeis camera of the Bamberg Southern Sky Patrol.
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The Harvard Observatory built the Damon Telescope in the early 1960s and operated them at two sites
from 1965 to 1990. The telescopes were actually three small cameras that recorded wide-field images
onto photographic plates, with all three cameras imaging the same area of the sky. Each site was equipped
with three cameras, with one each dedicated to red, blue, and yellow wavelengths [60]. A picture of the
Damon cameras at the South African observing site is shown in Figure 12. In recent years these plates
have been digitized to enable continued exploitation of these data.

Figure 12. The Damon Telescope (cameras) in South Africa.
Lens arrays for wide-field imaging were not solely the pursuit of major universities and observatories.
Beginning in the mid-1980s, the Dutch Meteor Society began fielding an array of up to eleven 35 mm,
single lens reflex (SLR) film cameras [61]. Several versions of the array were fielded over the next
decade. The camera array, combined with the wide-field lenses covered most of the visible sky, thereby
ensuring images of streaks during meteor showers. An image of the Dutch camera array is shown in
Figure 13. A similar concept was pursued by Reeves during the 1990s, but his array consisted of only
eight SLR film cameras [63]. A picture of Reeve’s array is seen in Figure 14.
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Figure 13. Camera array of the Dutch Meteor Society [62].

Figure 14. Meteor camera array of Reeves.
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3 Limitations of Commercial Lens Systems
Used for Astronomy
3.1 Photographic Objectives
Commercial camera lenses have a long history of use for recording wide-field images of the sky. Their
primary attractiveness results from their short focal length, large numerical aperture, wide field of view,
small size, and light weight. Low cost and relative abundance only add to their attractiveness.
Modern commercial photographic objectives are available from many manufacturers in myriad
combinations of focal length and relative aperture. They are inexpensive, relatively lightweight, have
good image quality for general photography, and are readily available. These lenses all, however, have a
number of characteristics that potentially limit their utility for astrophotography and space surveillance
work. These limitations stem from the availability of optical glass, the desire to keep the lenses small and
light, and the need to keep the lenses affordable for their targeted consumer group. Simply put,
commercial photographic lenses do not require the same level of image quality traditionally seen in
images for astronomical research. However, as was true in the late 19th century, these lenses can play an
important role in astronomy and sky survey work provided their limitations are understood. For situations
where such limitations would pose a problem, the solution is, again, to turn to custom optical lens
designs.
The primary limitations found in commercial camera lenses include the following:
•

vignetting

•

wavelength bandpass narrowing

•

wavelength bandpass weighting

•

center of field weighting of image quality

•

an overall relaxing of image quality to achieve wider fields

•

thermal stability.

Each limitation is discussed below. Another issue to consider is the annoying tendency of manufacturers
and vendors to obscure the true performance of commercial lenses by providing data that are incomplete
and potentially misleading. Examples of such behavior are spot diagrams without wavelength references;
tiny spots shown in the center of huge square boxes such that it is impossible to tell how large the spots
really are; modulation transfer function plots showing medium to high performance at low resolution; and
almost no discussion regarding the range of wavelengths the lens was designed to cover. While these
advertising strategies are annoying, here we limit our discussion to limitations of the lens systems
themselves.
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3.1.1 Vignetting
Vignetting is the apparent darkening of an image, which increases the further one looks off the optical
axis. Some refer to this as the darkening of the corners in photographic images. For our purposes, we shall
consider two types of vignetting: natural and design induced. An example of photographic vignetting can
be seen in Figure 15.

Figure 15. Example of vignetting.
Image credit: Wikimedia Commons.

Natural vignetting results from geometric factors of the lens and the object being photographed [64].
When one considers a point in the object plane located at an angle of θ degrees off the optical axis, the
apparent size, or projected area, of the physical aperture decreases as the cosine of θ. Similarly, an
element of area on the object decreases in projected area, and hence, projected luminance, by the same
cos(θ). Finally, the intensity of light from this element of object area decreases according to the inverse
square law. Since the distance to an off axis point increases proportional to 1/cos(θ), the intensity
decreases proportional to 1/cos(θ)2. Combining all the factors yields a natural vignetting function
proportional to cos(θ)4. Note that this derivation applies to objects imaged at a finite conjugate.
When imaging point sources at an infinite distance, it is likely that the cos(θ)4 law breaks down and is
replaced by something closer to a simple cos(θ) dependence as it makes no sense to account for projected
area of the source or variation in solid angle with field angle.
Design-induced vignetting exists in most photographic lenses and is generally much more pronounced
than natural or geometric vignetting. When purchasing a lens for low-light photography, consumers look
for the product with the largest numerical aperture, or smallest f-number that meets their budget and
needs. Manufacturers advertise lenses by their speed, or largest relative aperture. For example, lenses with
a maximum aperture of f/1.4 are relatively common, but more expensive than slower optics. The problem
is that these lenses are almost always only f/1.4 in the center of the field, with the effective relative
aperture decreasing rapidly as one moves off the optical axis. This effect can be seen in Figure 16, which
shows the vignetting for a 16 mm f/1.4 lens at five different aperture settings [65]. Note the significant
falloff in relative illumination at f/1.4 as one approaches the edges of the images. This dependence on
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field angle is well in excess of the simple cos(θ)4 dependence that would normally be expected for images
of extended objects.

Figure 16. Measured vignetting data for a 16 mm, f/1.4 lens [65].
Design-induced vignetting results from a number of factors that all conspire to limit the diameter of lenses
both in front of and behind the physical aperture stop in commercial lens designs. One factor is the types
of glass available for simultaneous correction of chromatic and geometric aberrations. Some glass types
that provide good correction also result in significant curvature of individual lens elements. This
curvature limits the physical diameter of the lens to help avoid very thick lenses, zero or negative lens
edge thickness, and curves that result in off-axis light rays striking lens elements at extreme angles.
As an example, consider the 100 mm, f/1 lens designed by Angenieux for the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA), as described in US Patent 2,701,982 [66]. The lens was intended to
photograph the dark side of the moon during the Apollo 8 mission prior to the first manned landing. The
lens did not perform as NASA had hoped, which led to development of the Zeiss 50 mm, f/0.7 lens made
famous by the legendary film director, Stanly Kubrick [67]. The layout for the Angenieux lens, as
described in the patent, is shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Angenieux moon lens, optical layout.
The lens is described as having six components, but it actually has eight lens elements arranged into six
groups. The design, as seen in Figure 17, only shows optical rays for a point on the optical axis. The
design was adjusted by Angenieux to provide lens diameters that gave 100% relative illumination on axis,
and lens element thickness values were adjusted so that each lens could actually be realized. The problem
with this design, however, becomes apparent when we examine the effect of off-axis light rays. In Figure
18, we see the effect of light rays for a point 10 degrees off axis. To fully accommodate these light rays,
the various lens elements need to increase in diameter to the point where there are negative edge thickness
values and adjacent lenses growing into one another. Clearly this is not possible, so the designer limited
the element diameters such that the overall objective has an effective aperture of f/1 only in the center,
with light transmission falling off towards the edges of the field as seen in Figure 19. The vignetting plot
is shown in Figure 20. Note that this vignetting plot only covers a field the size of a 35 mm single lens
reflex camera. If the lens were to be used for larger format cameras, the field angles would be wider and
the light falloff would be greater. Many commercial lenses suffer greater vignetting than the Angenieux
design.
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Figure 18. Angenieux design with light rays for 10 degrees off axis.

Figure 19. Angenieux design with light rays
for center of field, and 23 degrees off axis.
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Vignetting Characteristics of NASA
Angenieux 50mm, f/1.0 Moon Lens
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Figure 20. Vignetting of the Angenieux lens across a 35 mm SLR image.
Astute readers will note that the Angenieux lens was actually a custom design for NASA and not a
commercial product. It is however, a valid example, as the Angenieux design is very similar to many
patented designs that ended up as commercial objectives for high-end 35 mm SLR camera systems, such
as those offered by Nikon, Canon, Leica, Minolta, and Olympus.

3.1.2 Wavelength Bandpass Narrowing
The most difficult part of designing refractive optical systems with positive or negative power, as opposed
to afocal systems, is the correction of chromatic aberration. Most systems have sufficient degrees of
freedom to achieve highly corrected images for monochromatic light, but correction across a broad band
of wavelengths quickly becomes difficult. As a result, refractive systems are designed only for the range
of wavelengths required for their application and, frequently, this band is narrowed somewhat from what
would be required for normal operation. The narrower range of wavelengths helps to simplify the optical
design and improve correction, but only over the specific range of wavelengths used to drive the design.
The human eye is sensitive to light in the range of 400 to 700 nm. The first refractive telescopes had a
simple lens and could bring only a single wavelength of light to focus at a time. The first color-corrected
refractors were known as achromats. They were designed to bring two colors of light to a common focus.
Frequently, the early achromatic refractors would bring the spectrographic C (656 nm) and F (486 nm)
lines to a common focus [68]. The wavelengths in between the C and F lines were close to focus, but not
in focus, thereby resulting in star images that appeared slightly out of focus. A plot of the chromatic focus
shift for a simple f/10 achromat illustrates this, as seen in Figure 21. Human operators would frequently
adjust focus to give the best visual image, which would place the wavelengths of best focus somewhere in
between the C and F lines. The net result is that wavelengths longer than the C line, or shorter than the F
line, are significantly out of focus.
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Figure 21. Chromatic focus shift for an f/10 achromatic objective.
While the earliest photographic lenses were corrected for blue wavelengths to match the sensitivity of the
available photographic emulsions, for more than 100 years common camera lenses have been designed to
operate across most of the visible spectrum. However, to ease the design process, the range of wavelength
is narrowed with less expensive lenses corrected for the C, d (586 nm), and F lines. The resulting optical
system performs well across this range but begins to lose definition towards both the red and blue ends of
the spectrum. Most designers believe this to be a reasonable compromise as the eye and many films are
most sensitive to the middle portion of the visible spectrum and less sensitive at either limit.
More expensive modern lenses are often corrected for the C, d, F, and g (436 nm) lines, thereby
improving performance for blue wavelengths. Very few lenses are corrected for a wider range of
wavelengths. When using CCD photon sensors, these wavelength limitations can become problematic as
most CCDs are sensitive from wavelengths less than 400 nm on the blue end, to 1100 nm on the red end.
The quantum efficiency varies significantly across this range, but most CCDs retain significant sensitivity
in the 700 to 850 nm range. When used with commercial camera lenses, one must either accept a loss of
image quality due to the poor focusing of wavelengths outside the design range, or limit the sensor with a
bandpass filter.
As an example, consider the 50 mm, f/1.2 camera objective described in US Patent 4,364,643 [69]. Canon
originally optimized this lens for the C, d, F, and g lines. Simulating this design, with adjustments and
reoptimization to account for currently available glass results in root mean square (RMS) spot radius
ranging from 25 to 50 µm across most of a 43-degree full field, as shown in Figure 22. If instead, the lens
is used for typical astronomical imaging with wavelengths ranging from 390 to 900 nm, the RMS spot
radius range increases to approximately 100 µm across most of the field, as shown in Figure 23. The
important point is that most commercial lenses were never intended to be used over such an extensive
range of wavelengths, yet astronomers will, at times, operate these lenses well outside their designed
performance envelope.
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Figure 22. RMS spot radius for Canon 50 mm f/1.2 lens, 436-656 nm.

Figure 23. RMS spot radius for Canon 50 mm f/1.2 lens, 390-900 nm.

3.1.3 Wavelength Bandpass Weighting
Another trick used by optical designers, apparently to improve the performance of refractive optical
systems, is to adjust the weighting across the wavelength bandpass to reduce the influence of colors at the
red and blue end of the spectrum. This well-known but not well-documented practice is used by many,
but not all, optical designers.
In optical design programs such as the well-known Zemax [70], the user specifies a number of discrete
wavelengths over which the design will be simulated and optimized. Along with each wavelength, the
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operator can enter a relative weight. Some designers use uniform weighting [71] while other designers
weight the individual wavelengths to account for variations in the solar illumination spectrum [72], or
variations in quantum efficiency of CCDs as a function of wavelength. The thought is that if the eye, or
electronic sensor, is less sensitive at a given wavelength, the impact of larger spot diameters at those
wavelengths is reduced. Since many optical designs prove to be most difficult at the outer limits of their
chromatic bandpass, reducing the importance of these wavelengths helps to improve overall performance
of the optical system at the central, and more easily sensed, wavelengths.
Consider the quantum efficiency curve for the KAF-50100 front-illuminated CCD as shown in Figure 24
(upper trace for the microlens configuration). The quantum efficiency at 420, 550, and 680 nm is 42%,
62%, and 47%, respectively. For an optical design optimized at these same wavelengths, some designers
choose to assign weights to the wavelengths of 0.677 at 420 nm, 1.0 at 550 nm, and 0.76 at 680 nm. This
approach produces a better design for 550 nm light while allowing the spot diameters to relax slightly at
420 and 680 nm.

Figure 24. Quantum efficiency of KAF-50100 front-illuminated CCD [73].
Another school of thought suggests that inverse weighting of wavelengths in the design process is more
appropriate. Since CCDs and the human eye are generally less sensitive at both the blue and red end of
the spectrum, one should overweight these wavelengths to force smaller spot diameters. The tighter
concentration of light at these wavelengths, in theory, should partially offset the reduced sensitivity of the
sensor. In the case of the sensor from Figure 24, the weighting would be 1.477 at 420 nm, 1.0 at 550 nm,
and 1.316 at 680 nm.
The final option is simply to use uniform weighting for all wavelengths. This is the approach preferred by
the authors. The various options for wavelength weighting are plotted in Figure 25.
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Figure 25. Options for weighting wavelengths in lens design.

3.1.4 Image Quality Center Weighting
Most photographic objectives are designed to have higher resolution in the center of the image than
towards the corners. The usual rationale is that the subject of the photograph will normally be located
somewhere near the center. Since the eye will be drawn to the center of the image, that is where the
highest image quality should reside. While this may be true in many cases, it is also true that it is easier to
design optical systems with higher image quality on-axis than off-axis.
The image quality of most commercial lenses is reported by their modulation transfer function (MTF),
which presents the modulation, or contrast ratio, as a function of resolution (line pairs per mm on the
sensor or film) as a position of field angle, or location on the image plane. The MTF curves for the Leica
Noctilux-M 50 mm f/0.95 Aspheric commercial camera lens are shown in Figure 26 [74]. This lens is the
finest, high-speed, normal focal length lens available for 35 mm photography. One problem with
published MTF curves is that manufacturers frequently make it difficult to interpret the data presented, by
omitting a legend for each curve plotted. Fortunately Leica has not done this and the data in Figure 26 are
of use. The curves are for 5, 10, 20, and 40 line pairs per millimeter, with the lowest resolution having the
highest modulation, on axis. The solid and dashed lines correspond to sagittal and tangential resolution.
The horizontal axis corresponds to the location on the image plane in millimeters from the center.
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Figure 26. MTF curves for Leica Noctilux-M, 50 mm f/0.95 Aspheric lens [74].
(See text for explanation.)

Figure 26 clearly shows the effect of center weighting image performance. The modulation at each
resolution degrades from the center of the field to the edge (corners). Lower resolution corresponds to
larger spot diameters. While center-weighting image performance might be acceptable for photographic
purposes, in astronomical applications, high image quality across the entire frame is most desirable.
MTF curves have their use, but when calculating the sensitivity of an optical system for detecting faint
sky targets, the RMS diameter of the point spread function (PSF) is actually more useful. This practice
introduces some errors as one must assume a shape for the distribution of energy across the PSF and the
shape, as seen in the MTF plot for the Noctilux lens, is more than likely quite complex and not accurately
described by a single Gaussian distribution function. If however, we assume that the PSF of this lens can
be approximated by a Gaussian distribution, then we can use the MTF curve to calculate an approximate
RMS spot size as shown in Figure 27. This single curve combines sagittal and tangential spot
characteristics into a single RMS-averaged spot diameter. Figure 27 clearly shows that image quality is
center weighted for this lens.
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Figure 27. Approximate averaged RMS spot diameter for Noctilux lens.

3.1.5 Overall Relaxing of Image Quality
With lower cost commercial camera lenses, there is a tendency of the manufacturers to reduce the lens
element count to help meet a desired price point. The net result is usually an overall loss of image quality
across the entire image field. High-end optics, such as the premium fixed focal length lenses by Nikon,
Canon, and Leica still require design trades but usually feature a higher overall image quality. This
increase in performance often comes at the expense of greater complexity, higher lens element count, and
a correspondingly higher price. For example, the Canon EF 50 mm f/1.0 objective includes 11 lens
elements and 2 aspheric surfaces. The image quality is very high, but the lens is complex and expensive.
When used for astronomical applications, one finds that this lens still includes all the limitations
mentioned in Sections 3.1.1 to 3.1.4.
To further illustrate the point, we compare two Nikon designs for lenses of 135 mm focal length. The first
example is an older design, dating to 1977, with a maximum aperture of f/2.0 as described in US Patent
4,062,630 [75]. The design is fairly simple and should have been a moderately priced optic in its day. It
has six elements arranged in four groups and is optimized for the C, d, F, and g lines. The optical layout is
shown in Figure 28, with the approximate ray-traced spot diagram performance shown in Figure 29. The
optical performance is good, but by no means spectacular. Image quality is lower across the entire field
when compared to the latest high-dollar commercial lenses available today.
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Figure 28. Nikon 135 mm, f/2.0 lens layout.

Figure 29. Approximate performance of Nikon 135 mm, f/2.0 lens.
The second example is a newer design, dating to 2012, with a maximum aperture of f/1.8 as described in
US Patent Application Publication 2012/0050872 [76]. The design is rather complex and would represent
a high-end optic in today’s market. It has 15 elements arranged in 9 groups and is also optimized for the
C, d, F, and g lines. The optical layout is shown in Figure 30, with the approximate ray-traced spot
diagram performance shown in Figure 31. What cannot be seen in the figures is that the newer design also
includes four elements made from two different types of low dispersion glass. The older design contained
no special types of glass. Image quality for the newer design is very high across the entire field. To make
a direct comparison of the two lenses less difficult, the image scale in Figures 29 and 31 are the same.
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Figure 30. Nikon 135 mm, f/1.8 lens layout.

Figure 31. Approximate performance of Nikon 135 mm, f/1.8 lens.

3.1.6 Thermal Stability
Commercial camera lenses are intended primarily for hand-held photography, which normally requires
shutter speeds greater than 1/30th of a second. The photographer focuses the lens and then fires the
shutter. There is, essentially, no chance that the lens focus will shift due to temperature fluctuations
within the time that the lens is focused and the shutter fired. In astronomical applications, it is not
uncommon for the shutter to remain open for seconds to hours. The more common imaging cadence is for
a series of 10- to 60-second images to be made over the course of hours. The astronomers would like to
focus the system and then let it collect images without additional attention. Unfortunately, as the night
temperature changes, the lenses experience a subtle but important change in focus. Sky surveys using
commercial lenses often need to continuously check focus, house the lens in thermal blankets or
temperature-controlled enclosures, or have computer-controlled drive mechanisms that continuously
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adjust focus [77]. The heaters on the Canon 200 mm f/1.8 lenses for the SuperWASP survey can be seen
in Figure 32.

Figure 32. Lens heaters used on Canon lenses for SuperWASP [78].

3.2 Apochromatic Refractor Objectives
While apochromatic (APO) refractors are not commonly encountered in sky survey and space
surveillance work, they are also not entirely unknown. A small number of surveillance and survey
projects at least partially rely on APO refractors. Therefore, we will briefly include a discussion of APO
refractors and their limitations.
Historically, APO objectives and camera lenses have been somewhat different in design and function, but
upon closer examination, one finds they are actually more similar than different. The first APO was
developed by Taylor in 1895 [79-80]. The objective was described as being perfectly achromatic as the
term, “apochromat,” had not yet been given to such lens systems. The significant difference between an
APO and an achromat is that the APO is designed to bring three wavelengths to a common focus, rather
than only two as is typical for an achromat. At the time the apochromat was developed, astronomers were
using separate refracting telescopes for photographic and visual applications [81] as the visual systems
were not corrected in the blue and violet wavelengths where photographic plates were sensitive. At the
same time, other astronomers were experimenting with extra lenses that could be added to a visual
achromat to shift the color correction into the blue [82], and unusual refractor designs where reversing the
front lens would convert the system from visual to photographic correction [83]. A single instrument that
could be used equally for photographic and visual applications should have been an instant success, but
technology and history conspired against the apochromat. As a result, large reflectors became the
instrument of choice [84] and APOs were never much more than an expensive curiosity.
Refractors have traditionally been long-focus instruments as chromatic aberration would become
significant in faster systems. The APO instantly allowed the development of shorter focus refractors, but
focal ratios faster than about f/7 were typically the limit for traditional three-lens objectives. At the same
time, camera lenses of the Cooke Triplet design were easily achieving focal ratios of at least f/6 [85]. The
camera lens had lesser image quality as it would cover a wide field of view and was required to form the
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image on a flat surface (although many Cooke Triplets required curved photographic plates). The APO,
on the other hand, was a relatively narrow field instrument, intended for visual use and as a result, could
produce higher quality images. Color correction in the APO was usually better than the Cooke Triplet, but
more complex lens designs, such as the Tessar (four elements), Heliar (five elements) and Planar (six
elements), would both improve image quality and color correction.
Modern APO telescopes come in a very wide variety of configurations with lens counts ranging from two
elements to six elements (at present). These more complex designs are beginning to rival camera lenses in
complexity, but they are not constructed to be as robust as a camera lens, and as such, these systems are
believed to be difficult to collimate and keep in collimation [86].
Traditional APOs have all their lens elements up front in a common lens cell. There are countless
examples of two-lens and three-lens APOs, making them quite common. Quadruplet APOs where all
lenses are in a common cell are much less common, but such designs do exist. In the current market, fourlens APOs with the lenses arranged in two separated groups are more usual. For the purpose of this
section on APO refractors, a group is loosely defined as two or more lenses in a common cell, even if they
include small air spaces. Lenses do not need to be in contact to count as a group. Common quadruplet
designs have two and three lens groups with configurations including 2+2-lenses (Televue Petzval, Figure
33), 2+1+1-lens (Takahashi FSQ-106, Figure 34), and 3+1-lens (TS Imaging Star, Figure 35). All three of
these design variations feature a flat image field without the need for add-on field-flattening optics. The
Petzval design is derived from the Petzval photographic objective. A key feature is that the telescope is
normally longer than its focal length. The Takahashi system is loosely based on the circa-1900 traditional
telephoto lens design by Dallmeyer [87]. The optical system is normally shorter than its focal length. The
TS Imaging Star uses a single, nearly afocal, lens to correct and flatten the field of a more traditional
triplet APO objective. This design is similar to the color correcting lenses used for achromatic refractors
beginning as early as 1865 [88].

Figure 33. Televue Petzval APO configuration [89].
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Figure 34. Takahashi telephoto APO configuration [90].

Figure 35. TS Imaging Star dialyte APO configurations [91].
The recent trend in APO refractor design is to push for faster optical systems and wider fields of view.
The necessary result is that the optical systems are becoming more complex. While four-lens systems
were considered somewhat exotic 40 years ago, today they are commonplace and seen as having limited
potential. Five- and even six-lens APOs are now the norm, and APOs are slowly becoming
indistinguishable from camera lenses.
Three recent five-lens systems are the Takahashi FSQ-130 (2+1+1+1-lens, Figures 36 and 37), the Vixen
VSD100 (2+3-lenses, Figure 38) and the Sky Watcher Esprit 100ED (3+1+1-lens, Figure 39). The
Takahashi design is new and little has been published about the actual optics. The Vixen system appears
to be based on the now discontinued Pentax four-lens design. Vixen correctly advertises their telescope as
having five lenses in five groups, but the first two lenses reside in one cell while the remaining three are
in a second cell. The optical configuration of each scope can be seen in the figures below.

Figure 36. Takahashi FSQ-130 [92].
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Figure 37. Approximate Zemax layout for FSQ-130ED APO.

Figure 38. Vixen VSD100 [93].

Figure 39. Sky Watcher Esprit 100ED [94].
Six-lens APOs are much less common, but at least four systems are available on the commercial market.
Borg sells a four-lens focal reducer and field flattener for their more conventional two-lens APO [95].
The optical system has a 2+2+2-lens configuration, as shown in Figure 40, and operates near f/4. Both
Sky Rover [96] and Stellarvue [97] market sextuplet APOs, but no details of either optical configuration
are available. Finally, TAL sells a slower six-lens APO that is intended for visual use, but might work for
narrow-field imaging [98]. The TAL system is quite unusual in that it uses a simple lens for the objective,
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followed by a triplet and then a doublet corrector arranged in a 1+3+2-lens configuration, as shown in
Figure 41. More unusual still is that the entire system can be realized with only Schott-type BK7 and F2
glasses.

Figure 40. Borg six-lens APO astrograph [95].

Figure 41. TAL APO refractor configuration [98].
The limitations of wide-field APOs are not unlike those of similar camera lenses. Most systems will have
some vignetting, though not as pronounced as seen in photographic lenses. Most systems are designed for
a narrowed range of wavelengths, and most systems sacrifice some image quality to achieve wider fields.
In general, the image quality from these APOs is quite high, but surprisingly, only about equal to highend camera lenses of similar aperture and focal ratio, as was demonstrated in recent system-to-system
comparisons [99-100].
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4 Performance of Commercial Lens Systems
Used for Astronomy
Table 2 presents a list of the commercial lenses most frequently encountered in wide-field sky survey and
space surveillance projects. The table does not include all of the survey efforts from Table 1, but most are
represented. The most common lenses in use are the 50 mm, f/1.2; 85 mm, f/1.2; 200 mm, f/1.8; and the
400 mm, f/2.8. It would be interesting to examine each of these optical systems in detail, but it is only
necessary to study one to understand how the limitations discussed above impact performance when used
for astronomical purposes. Rather than choose one of the four common lenses, we instead select the 135
mm, f/2.0 lens as it sits roughly in the middle of this group, and nicely images a field of 10 x 15 degrees
onto a standard, full-frame 35 mm DSLR. As lenses by Canon seem to be slightly more popular among
astronomers than those from other manufacturers, we will closely examine the Canon EF 135 mm, f/2.0L
USM lens.
Table 2. Lenses in use with various survey projects
Focal Length
(mm)
24
28
35
50
50
50
80
85
85
85
100
135
135
180
180
200
200
200
280
300
400
400

f/#

Survey Projects Using this Lens

1.4
1.4
1.4
1.2
2.0
4.0
1.9
1.2
1.4
2.8
2.0
1.8
2.0
1.2
2.8
1.8
2.0
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8
4.0

MASCARA, WIDGET-1
RAPTOR-Q, BOOTES
WIDGET-1.5
AWCam, WIDGET-2, BOOTES-1, MASTER-VWF
PASS
ASAS-4
KELT
AWCam, CATS, EvryScope, FlyEye, Pi of Sky, RAPTOR A&B
PANOPTES
PhotopicSkySurvey
AROMA-W
ASAS-1, ASAS-2
Multiple
FAVOR
HAT-1
HAT, HAT-S, LOTIS, QES, RAPTOR-K, ROTSE-1, SuperWASP, XO, COLD
Starbrook, ASA-3N
AROMA-W, ASAS-3
TrES
TrES
DragonFly, QES, RAPTOR-A&B, RAPTOR-P, ASAS-SN, Bootes-1A, Starbrook
TASS

4.1 The Canon 135 mm f/2.0 Lens
The Canon 135 mm f/2.0 lens has a mass of 750 g, a maximum diameter of 83 mm, and a length of 112
mm. The lens was introduced to the market in 1996. It features ten glass elements arranged into eight
groups. The optical cross section of the lens is seen in Figure 42. Lenses two and three appear to be a
doublet but are, in fact, air spaced. Lenses two and four are made from a low dispersion glass. Some call
this SD glass, others call it ED glass, while Canon literature refers to this as ultra-low dispersion (UD)
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glass. The optical performance, as described by a plot of the lens MTF, is shown in Figure 43. The black
traces correspond to 10 and 30 line pairs per millimeter at full aperture (f/2.0) while the cyan traces
correspond to f/8.0.

Figure 42. Optical configuration for the Canon EF 135 mm, f/2.0L USM lens [101].

Figure 43. MTF plot for Canon EF 135 mm f/2.0L USM lens [101].

4.2 Optical Performance
An approximate optical design for the Canon 135 mm lens was developed from examples found in the
patent literature [102]. This optical design is shown in Figure 44, with the corresponding RMS spot radius
plotted in Figure 45. Canon has not published a spot diagram for this lens, but using the MTF curves, we
can back-calculate an approximate spot size as shown in Figure 46.
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Figure 44. Approximate optical design for Canon EF 135 mm f/2.0L USM lens [103].
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Figure 45. Simulated RMS spot radius for Canon EF 135 mm f/2.0L USM lens [103].
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Figure 46. RMS spot radius for Canon EF 135 mm f/2.0L USM lens,
back-calculated from published MTF data.
The approximate geometric vignetting characteristics of this lens are in Figure 47. Similar to published
Canon designs for other lens systems, the approximated design for the 135 mm, f/2.0 lens was optimized
for the C, d, F, and g line wavelengths. Figure 48 shows the ray-traced spot diagram, as it is, at times,
more useful and more intuitive than an MTF plot, which is seen in Figure 49.

Figure 47. Simulated geometric vignetting plot for
Canon EF 135 mm f/2.0L USM lens [103].
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Figure 48. Ray-traced spot diagram for Canon EF 135 mm f/2.0L USM lens [103].

Figure 49. Simulated MTF plot for Canon EF 135 mm f/2.0L USM lens [103].
While simulations provide useful insight into the design and function of an optical system, measured data
are invaluable for providing confidence in the results of such calculations. Figure 50 presents the image of
a star field seen behind the line of geosynchronous earth orbit (GEO) satellites, as observed from the state
of Hawaii [104]. The image was captured with a Canon DSLR with an image sensor of 5760 x 3840
pixels. The background stars appear as streaks, as the 30-second exposure was made without tracking.
This observation method does, however, result in GEO satellites appearing as fixed spots and several can
be seen in the full resolution image. For convenience, the negative of this image is seen in Figure 51.
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Figure 50. Streaking star field image made with Canon DSLR and
Canon EF 135 mm f/2.0L USM lens [104].

Figure 51. Negative of image seen in Figure 50.
The sample image combined with MTF data from the manufacturer and results from the approximate lens
design is useful for a number of quantitative, and qualitative purposes. First, by examining the width of
the star streaks across the image, we find that the image quality is very consistent from the center to the
edge of the field. This is as expected since the MTF plot seen in Figure 43 shows almost no variation
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across the image. Next, the width of the star trails is approximately three pixels across. With a pixel size
of approximately 6 µm, this suggests the PSF is on the order of 18-µm diameter, also as expected from
both MTF data and ray-traced spot data. Finally, if we plot Figure 50 in false color and adjust the contrast,
as shown in Figure 52, we can clearly see the vignetting characteristics of the lens. Extracting the
intensity on a diagonal line through the sample image and then normalizing, we can extract the actual,
measured vignetting characteristics as shown in Figure 53. The calculated vignetting resulting from the
ray-trace simulation, as shown in Figure 47, compares well with actual measured data in Figure 53.

Figure 52. False color representation of the image seen in Figure 50.
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Figure 53. Measured vignetting of Canon EF 135 mm f/2.0L USM lens.
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4.3 Sensitivity
While optical designs, point spread functions, and a catalog of survey efforts are all interesting items to
consider, the important characteristics for any sky survey effort are search rate and sensitivity. Search rate
is primarily dependent upon the system’s field of view but has a secondary dependence on integration
time. Longer integration times provide greater sensitivity but also reduce the attainable search rate.
Sensitivity, on the other hand, is primarily dependent upon aperture with a strong secondary dependence
upon integration time, which itself is influenced by the optical system focal ratio and the observation
mode. Sensitivity and integration time are directly related for tracked targets, but there is a more complex
relationship when targets are in motion.
Sensitivity requires one to be able to sense a desired signal in the presence of noise. The key performance
parameter is the signal to noise ratio (SNR). With low SNR targets, there is a high probability of false
alarms and missed targets. With an SNR equal to or greater than six, one has high confidence of properly
identifying targets and rejecting false targets. SNR is directly dependent upon the signal strength and
integration time, and inversely dependent upon the noise terms expressed as the square root of the sum of
the factors contributing to sensor output variance. The method of calculating SNR for astronomical and
orbital targets is well documented and will not be reproduced here [105].
To increase sensitivity, one must increase signal relative to the noise, or decrease noise relative to the
signal. The only options for increasing signal are integration time and the target photon flux. Since the
targets are essentially fixed, the only method of increasing photon flux is to increase the collection
aperture. Increasing integration time is slightly more complex and highly dependent upon the type of
target each particular survey is attempting to detect.
Essentially all modern wide-field sky surveys are looking for time-dependent targets. The transit of an
exoplanet across a star is a fairly slow-motion event. The system operators can increase integration time
without much thought and the sensitivity will be dominated by the background sky brightness and the
resulting noise term. When looking for comets, asteroids, and potentially hazardous near-earth objects,
the astronomers must deal with the problem that the targets move relative to the star background. In
almost all cases, this motion is relatively slow and long integrations, typically 60 seconds or more, are
easily made without concern for diminishing returns. The detection of earth-orbiting satellites and debris
is another matter as the angular rates can be very high and the orientation of the motion relative to the
rotation of the earth must be considered. For satellite detection and tracking, simply increasing integration
time provides no guarantee of detecting more faint targets.
When looking for resident space objects (RSOs) in low and medium altitude orbits, the objects move at
high angular rates relative to the stellar background, with each target’s rate highly dependent upon its
orbital characteristics. For such objects, the observer has the choice of tracking the object to increase
integration time, tracking the stars to provide a fixed stellar background for positional reference, or not
tracking and letting everything streak.
One can track individual targets to improve SNR, but that requires knowing where the object is in the first
place, which defeats the intended use of wide-field surveillance optics for blind search. Tracking the stars
is an efficient approach as then only the targets streak and the star positions can be useful in extracting
position information to determine orbital parameters. The final option allows everything to streak. This
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saves on the expense of a tracking mount but can significantly complicate data reduction. However, if
exposures are sufficiently short that stars only move a few pixels, the problem is manageable.
Targets that move more than a pixel during an integration period produce streaks. The SNR in each pixel
containing target photons reaches a maximum when the integration is limited to the time required for the
target image spot to cross a single pixel. Longer integration times continue to add noise from the sky
background, but do not add additional signal photons, which results in a decrease in SNR.
The focal ratio of an optical system has an interesting influence on integration time and SNR. Traditional
photographers and astrophotographers who specialize in recording extended space objects where low
surface brightness is a concern, understand how a smaller focal ratio allows them to decrease exposure
time. When searching for rapidly moving satellites and space debris, a smaller focal ratio actually allows
you to increase the exposure time as the smaller focal ratio necessarily translates to a shorter focal length,
which in turn results in target image spots moving more slowly across individual pixels. This is one
reason why the Space Surveillance Telescope was built with an f/1 focal ratio [106].
If we consider the Canon EF 135 mm f/2.0L USM lens and restrict our observations to collection of
optical signals of satellites in GEO, we find there are two basic observation modes to consider. As
mentioned above, we can track the stars, or simply point at the sky and track nothing. With the second
option, GEO stationary satellites will move with the camera and form distinct dots. GEO satellites in
inclined orbits will form short streaks. For either approach, sensitivity is calculated using standard
approaches, combining characteristics of the optical system, detector, atmosphere and targets.
For the sensitivity calculations presented below, we have assumed the
•

light loss of 1% per air-glass interface through the lens

•

chromatic bandpass from 400 to 700 nm

•

CCD quantum efficiency as depicted in the upper curve of Figure 24

•

observatory location at 2 km above sea level

•

look angle through the atmosphere of 40 degrees from zenith

•

atmospheric seeing of 2 arc sec

•

7 days to/from full moon

•

SNR=6.0

A typical sensitivity plot is seen in Figure 54. These particular data are for the 135 mm f/2.0 Canon lens
discussed above. The graph plots the limiting magnitude as a function of exposure time. Two traces are
presented; one for an object that moves at the tracking rate (red), and the other for an object that is
moving at a rate of 15 arc sec/sec relative to the tracking rate (black). As the plot in Figure 54 is for a
system that is tracking the stars, the red trace shows the limiting magnitude as a function of integration
time for a star, or some small object in the solar system, such as an asteroid or a comet. The black trace is
for a geostationary satellite. Note that limiting magnitude for the satellite first increases with integration
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time, then decreases. This is because it requires approximately three seconds for the image spot for the
satellite to cross a single pixel. Hence, the optimum integration time for objects moving at 15 arc sec/sec
is 3 seconds.
Sensitivity VS Integration Time
17

Limiging Visual Magnitude

16

15

14

13

12

11
0.1

1

10

100

Integration Time (seconds)

Figure 54. Canon EF 135 mm f/2.0L USM, averaged aperture – sidereal tracking
In general, this optimum integration time is a complex function of optical system focal length, image spot
size, pixel size, and the location of the spot center relative to a single pixel. If the centroid of a target PSF
is centered over a single pixel, as seen in Figure 55, we achieve higher sensitivity than if the PSF is
centered perfectly on four pixels, as seen in Figure 56. The data plotted in Figure 54 assume the target
PSF is perfectly centered on a pixel at its optimum position.

Figure 55. PSF centered on a single pixel.
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Figure 56. PSF centered on four pixels.
The impact of having the target PSF centered on one pixel as opposed to four pixels can be seen in Figure
57. There, we have plotted the system sensitivity similar to that seen in Figure 54, but we have included
plots for both centered (the higher plot), and shared over four pixels (the lower plot). Note that the change
in sensitivity is almost an entire visual magnitude for this lens. These data are again for a system tracking
at the sidereal rate. In real applications, targets will be randomly positioned relative to pixel boundaries,
but examining the ideal and worst case positions provides insight into the limits of sensitivity for the
system.
Sensitivity VS Integration Time
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Figure 57. Canon EF 135 mm f/2.0L USM, averaged aperture – sidereal tracking.
Comparing sensitivity for centered (upper) VS four-way split PSF positioning.

Another feature of the data in Figure 54 is that we have plotted sensitivity for the average aperture of the
lens. Since the lens exhibits strong vignetting at maximum aperture, as seen in Figures 47 and 53, the
effective light collection area for objects in the center of the field is greater than for objects near the edge
of the field. The average area is calculated from the field-dependent area that is recorded with a given
level of vignetting. If we were instead to calculate sensitivity at both the center of the field, where there is
no vignetting, and at the edge of the field, where there is significant vignetting, the sensitivity plots would
appear as seen in Figure 58. This plot clearly shows the impact of vignetting on limiting magnitude for
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this lens system. While not entirely accurate, it is easiest to report sensitivity for the average effective
aperture, but it is important to realize that vignetting produces a field-dependent sensitivity. The solution,
of course, is to design lens objectives that do not exhibit vignetting.
Sensitivity at Center and Edge of Field
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Figure 58. Canon EF 135 mm f/2.0L USM, sidereal tracking.
Sensitivity at center and edge of field.

The data presented in Figures 54, 57, and 58 were for a system that was tracking at the sidereal rate. If
instead, we turn the drives off and allow the stars to drift by, a geostationary satellite will produce a spot
on the focal plane, but a geosynchronous satellite with some orbital inclination will produce a short
streak. Since many plans for surveying the GEO region call for observing all objects in a band from 15
degrees above the equator to 15 degrees below, the worst-case satellite one should expect to see would
have an inclination of 15 degrees. The satellite is still moving at a rate of 15 arc sec/sec across the sky,
but the effect of inclination and having the telescope drifting at a rate of 15 arc sec/sec west to east results
in this inclined satellite moving at a rate of 3.92 arc sec/sec relative to the telescope. The geometry of this
situation is shown in Figure 59.

15 arcsec/sec
inclinded 15 deg

Apparent
3.92 arcsec/sec

15 arcsec/sec
Figure 59. Relative motion for 15-degree inclined GEO satellite
when observed from earth with a non-tracking sensor system.
For the situation depicted in Figure 59, we can calculate expected sensitivity values for the 135 mm, f/2.0
Canon lens. These results are seen plotted in Figure 60. The red curve is now for a geostationary satellite,
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while the black curve is for the 15-degree inclined geosynchronous satellite. Note that the sensitivity for
this system has now increased to approximately 14.25 visual magnitudes with an optimum integration
time of approximately 10 seconds. When operated in this “drives off” mode, sensitivity increases
significantly, but at the expense of all stars now forming streaks on the focal plane, thereby complicating
automated data reduction.
Sensitivity VS Integration Time
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Figure 60. Canon EF 135 mm f/2.0L USM, averaged aperture, no tracking – drives off.
To summarize the impact of the various effects discussed above, we present the data in Table 3. There we
see the limiting visual magnitude for the lens and camera for targets at the center, edge, and 70% of field;
for the PSF centered on either a single pixel or four pixels; for both geostationary and 15-degree inclined
geosynchronous satellites, observed with sidereal tracking or without tracking.

Center of Field
70% of Field
Edge of Field

Sidereal
Tracking
All GEO
Targets
13.60
13.24
12.70

Without
Tracking
GEO, 15 deg
Inclined
14.54
14.24
13.78

Sp
lit

Center of Field
70% of Field
Edge of Field

12.66
12.30
11.75

13.60
13.29
12.84

4X

Ce
nt
er
ed

Table 3. Summary of sensitivity calculations for 135 mm,
f/2.0 Canon lens for detecting satellites in GEO.
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4.4 Impact of Commercial Lens Limitations on Sensitivity
In Section 4.3, we examined the performance of a real lens, similar to one that is presently in use for sky
survey work. There, we saw how vignetting could impact sensitivity. Here, we will use an imaginary,
ideal lens, known as a paraxial lens, to explore more fully the impact of lens limitations on sensitivity.
Specifically, we will examine examples of how chromatic bandpass, vignetting (again), and overall image
quality impact limiting magnitude when using lenses for detection of satellites in GEO. All results
presented are for sidereal tracking only. No results for stationary optics are given in this section.
Presented in Table 4 are the limiting magnitude values for an ideal 135 mm, f/2.0 lens. A total of five
variations of the ideal lens are examined. The variations are as follows:
1. ideal lens

diffraction limited PSF

no vignetting

wavelengths 350-1100 nm

2. ideal lens

diffraction limited PSF

no vignetting

wavelengths 400-700 nm

3. ideal lens

diffraction limited PSF

real vignetting

wavelengths 350-1100 nm

4. ideal lens

realistic PSF

no vignetting

wavelengths 350-1100 nm

5. ideal lens

realistic PSF

real vignetting

wavelengths 350-1100 nm

Ce
nt
er
ed

Center of Field
70% of Field
Edge of Field

4X

Center of Field
70% of Field
Edge of Field

Sp
lit

Table 4. Results for ideal lens with KAI-16000 CCD, 1x1 binning, 7.4 µm, pixels.
Diff Lim PSF Real PSF, No Real PSF,
with Vig
Vig
with Vig
350-1100 nm 400-700 nm 350-1100 nm 350-1100 nm 350-1100 nm
14.84
14.73
14.84
14.84
14.84
14.84
14.73
14.47
14.79
14.44
14.84
14.73
14.17
14.77
14.13
Ideal Lens

Ideal Lens

13.80
13.80
13.80

13.69
13.69
13.69

13.80
13.43
13.13

13.80
13.78
13.82

13.80
13.43
13.18

The limiting magnitudes are for a GEO target moving across the focal plane while the optical system
tracks at the sidereal rate. The CCD was a KAI-16000, front-illuminated, interline transfer detector with
7.4-um pixels. The observation conditions are as mentioned above in Section 4.3.
For the ideal lens with a real CCD, we see that changing the chromatic bandpass significantly, only
increases sensitivity by 0.11 magnitudes. Variation of the PSF across the field resulted in loss of only
0.07 magnitudes at the edge of the field, while typical vignetting results in a loss of 0.67 magnitudes.
Combining realistic PSF and vignetting characteristics resulted in a reduction 0.71 magnitudes between
the center and edge of the field.
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For reference, Figures 61 and 62 present the RMS spot radius and vignetting characteristics as a function
of field angle for certain variations of this lens. For examples where there was no variation in PSF across
the field, the system had diffraction limited ray-traced spots.

Figure 61. RMS spot radius for ideal lens with realistic variation in PSF.

Figure 62. Transmission characteristics for ideal lens with realistic vignetting.
The particular CCD used for the calculations has limited sensitivity at wavelengths longer than about 750
nm. As a result, a lens that is designed for imaging between 400 and 750 nm is almost as sensitive as our
ideal lens imaging between 350 and 1100 nm. If we were to repeat the calculations with a deep depletion
CCD, designed for high quantum efficiency at longer wavelengths, the results change somewhat as seen
in Table 5. These data show that with a more sensitive CCD, a lens designed for a wider spectral
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bandpass, provides a significant increase in sensitivity. Also, the overall higher quantum efficiency of the
back-illuminated device resulted in an increase in detection threshold of 0.56 magnitudes when compared
to the front-illuminated, interline transfer CCD. For reference purposes, the quantum efficiency of each
CCD is plotted in Figures 63 and 64.
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Center of Field
70% of Field
Edge of Field

4X

Center of Field
70% of Field
Edge of Field

Sp
lit

Table 5. Results for ideal lens with generic deep depletion CCD,
1x1 binning, 7.4 µm, pixels.
Diff Lim PSF Real PSF, No Real PSF,
with Vig
Vig
with Vig
350-1100 nm 400-700 nm 350-1100 nm 350-1100 nm 350-1100 nm
15.40
15.09
15.40
15.40
15.40
15.40
15.09
15.07
15.34
15.01
15.40
15.09
14.79
15.31
14.73
Ideal Lens

Ideal Lens

14.35
14.35
14.35

14.05
14.05
14.05

14.35
14.02
13.75

14.35
14.32
14.36

14.35
14.00
13.77

KAI-16000, Front Illuminated, Interline
Transfer CCD Quantum Efficiency
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Figure 63. Quantum efficiency of front-illuminated, interline transfer CCD.
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Generic, Back Illuminated, Deep Depletion,
CCD Quantum Efficiency
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Figure 64. Quantum efficiency of generic back-illuminated, deep depletion CCD.

4.5 The Performance of Custom Lenses
Custom lenses are built frequently for a wide range of uses, from star sensors on satellites to
spectrometers on large telescopes. Unfortunately, very few have been designed and used specifically for
space surveillance. Three such lenses are mentioned in the literature, but few details are available. Two of
the systems were mentioned in Table 1: the lens for The Amateur Sky Survey and the Sova-5 lens of the
Russian Pritsel system. The third lens is used at four sites but does not appear to have been part of a lens
array project.
The Amateur Sky Survey, at one point, built a small number of 100 mm aperture, f/4 lenses for what they
referred to as their Mark IV system. Earlier versions used commercial camera lenses, but the final systems
were equipped with this custom optic. A few details of the project are available in reference [107].
A very recent satellite surveillance system built in Russia is known as Pritsel which translates to “Sight.”
The system includes two telescopes of 750 mm aperture, two of 250 mm aperture and two lenses, Sova-5,
of 50 mm aperture [37]. A picture of the complete Pritsel system is shown in Figure 65. The two Sova-5
units are barely visible on the far left. An image of the Sova-5 by itself, with its optical layout are seen in
Figure 66.
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Figure 65. The Pritsel system [37].

Figure 66. The Sova-5 lens [37].
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As with the TASS Mark IV lens, few details of the Sova-5 lens are available. However, from information
that has been published and the data in Figure 66, the Sova-5 objective is understood to have the
following characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

focal length:
field of view:
focal ratio:
aperture:
image circle:
bandpass:
80% encircled energy:

100 mm
40 degrees
f/2.0
50 mm
72.3 mm diameter
450-850 nm
24 µm diameter

No information beyond the basic optical layout is available. The Sova-5 lens qualifies as being part of a
lens array project, as two units are mounted to a larger telescope in the Pritsel system and Russia has
plans to duplicate Pritsel at a number of locations around the world.
The final custom lens identified was the VT-53e objective in use with the International Scientific Optical
Network (ISON) [108]. This lens was designed by the master Russian optical physicist, Dr. Valery
Terebizh, who is responsible for most of the optical designs in use with ISON. The VT-53e is not used in
a lens array survey project and only four copies were built for use at different locations within the ISON
program. The lens is, however, important to mention as it demonstrates some of the characteristics that
can be achieved with custom optical systems.
The VT-53e has the following characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

focal length:
field of view:
focal ratio:
aperture:
image circle:
bandpass:
80% encircled energy:

204 mm
20 degrees
f/1.632
125 mm
70 mm diameter
450-850 nm
~12 µm diameter

Terebizh designed the VT-53e to use all spherical lens surfaces, and it does not rely on CaF2 for color
correction. The lens was designed for a 400 nm wide color band, but it is offset from the normal visible
range by 50 nm. The lens vignettes slightly towards the outer edge of the field and the design was
optimized with the wavelengths weighted to match the quantum efficiency of typical CCD detectors
[109]. The vignetting characteristics of the lens are shown in Figure 67 with a spot diagram in Figure 68.
This spot diagram is actually for a follow-on design, the VT-53x, but it is similar to that for the VT-53e.
A picture of the VT-53e lens is shown in Figure 69.
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Figure 67. Vignetting plot for the VT-53e.

Figure 68. Spot diagram for the VT-53x design.
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Figure 69. The VT-53e lens [110].
A description of the VT-53e was included because it demonstrates the potential for custom lenses used for
astronomical research. We can use the previously discussed techniques to calculate sensitivity for a sensor
with the VT-53e lens and a front-illuminated CCD. A plot of sensitivity vs integration time for sidereal
tracking and GEO targets is presented in Figure 70. The CCD used for the calculation was the KAF-4320,
2k x 2k sensor with 24 µm pixels. The lens and sensor combination is able to detect GEO targets of 14.7
magnitudes with an SNR=6. The larger aperture of the VT-53e lens, combined with its lower vignetting,
results in greater sensitivity when compared to the Canon 135 mm f/2.0 lens (see Figure 54).
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Figure 70. Sensitivity calculation for VT-53e lens, KAF-4320 sensor, sidereal tracking.
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4.6 The Performance and Sensitivity of APOs
APO refractors are important tools in astronomy, but to date, have not been widely used as part of lens
and camera arrays for survey work. The miniWasp project is, in fact, the only current project using a
mixture of APO refractors and commercial camera lenses. Commercial APOs and camera lenses are
available in similar apertures. The greatest differences between the two types of system are focal length
and vignetting. Camera lenses traditionally are available with shorter focal lengths but they usually come
with the disadvantage of light falloff towards the edge of the field. Having longer focal lengths for similar
apertures, APO refractors are less capable of detecting satellites in GEO, but would have a similar
sensitivity for detecting the more slow moving asteroids and comets.
As an example, we take a slightly closer look at the commercial Vixen VSD100 APO. This is a relatively
new optical system brought out by Vixen, based on a modification of an older design by Pentax [111].
The Pentax APO used four lenses and was well respected by amateur astronomers, but was eventually
withdrawn from the market. More recently, Vixen introduced the VSD100 with five lenses, including two
made from low dispersion glass, as seen in Figure 38. The additional lens improves performance, but the
telescope really performs midway between a traditional APO and a camera lens. It is capable of imaging
wider fields than a traditional APO, but does not have as high of image quality. At the same time, it
cannot image fields as wide as true camera lenses.
When used for detection of earth-orbiting satellites, the longer focal length causes the target spot to move
across the focal plane at a higher rate, thereby somewhat reducing sensitivity. The calculated sensitivity is
seen in Figure 71. When compared to a fast lens, such as the VT-53e, the Vixen APO is less sensitive.
The lowered sensitivity is due partly to the smaller aperture and partly due to the longer focal length.
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Figure 71. Calculated sensitivity for Vixen VSD100 APO with KAI-16000 CCD.
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5 The Potential of Custom Lens Systems
In Section 4.5, we briefly examined three custom lenses that were, or presently are, being used for
satellite detection and tracking. Little information was available to accurately assess their performance
and potential. In this section, we consider what characteristics the ideal, yet practical, lens should have if
specifically designed for some type of sky surveillance mission. While commercial lenses are inexpensive
and readily available, when sensitivity is more important than cost, custom optical designs should be
considered in the system design trade space.

5.1 Characteristics of the Ideal, Yet Practical, Lens
In previous sections, we saw how the limitations of commercial lenses ultimately lead to lower
sensitivity. In some cases, the reduction in sensitivity was small, while in other cases, it was more
significant. Before designing a custom lens, we must first determine the design parameters. Ideally, we
want a wide field and short integration times as this combination will result in completing one survey of
the sky more quickly. A problem, however, is that for a given size CCD, wider fields require shorter focal
lengths, and shorter integration times require larger apertures. These two characteristics combine to
produce the requirement for a fast lens, or one with a small focal ratio. Fast lenses are significantly more
difficult to design, and their image quality is usually lower, resulting in reduced sensitivity. In general,
lenses faster than f/2 are very difficult to design, while lenses faster than f/1.4 are extremely difficult to
design. For the moment, we will concentrate on a lens of 135 mm focal length and an f/2.0 focal ratio as
this matches the Canon lens discussed above.
Next, we want the custom lens to overcome many of the limitations seen in commercial camera lenses. To
accomplish this, the following general characteristics are recommended:
•

focal length

135mm

•
•

focal ratio
field of view

f/2.0
18 degrees

•

aperture

67.5 mm

•

image circle

43 mm diameter

•

bandpass

400-800 nm

•

wavelength weighting

uniform

•

overall image quality

best achievable

•
•

image quality variation
vignetting

uniform across field

•

lens surfaces

all spherical

•

glass selection

standard catalog glass types

none
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5.2 Custom Lens Design Examples
Following some extensive design work, a lens design was realized that essentially meets the above
requirements. The lens layout is shown in Figure 72, with the ray-traced spot diagram in Figure 73, and a
vignetting plot shown in Figure 74. Note that this lens differs significantly from the traditional Double
Gauss [112] lens design seen in many of the more expensive, commercial camera lenses.

Figure 72. Layout for custom design 135 mm, f/2.0 lens [113].

Figure 73. Spot diagram for custom design 135 mm, f/2.0 lens [113].
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Figure 74. Vignetting plot for custom design 135 mm, f/2.0 lens [113].
Comparing the spot diagrams in Figures 48 and 73, we see that the custom optical design exhibits
significantly higher image quality while being corrected over a wider optical band, and while exhibiting
no geometric vignetting. All lenses are specified from available glass and all lens diameters are small
enough to easily be fabricated from readily available glass blanks (which are normally limited to 160 mm
diameter).
In Figure 75, we plot the sensitivity for this lens, using the same KAI-16000 CCD as before. Comparing
the plot to the sensitivity plot for the Canon 135 mm f/2.0 lens seen in Figure 54, we see that the custom
design with its wider bandpass and no vignetting improves detection thresholds, in the aperture averaged
case, by 0.41 visual magnitudes. In Table 6, we compare the sensitivity of the commercial and custom
f/2.0 lenses for detection of a GEO target while the lens is in sidereal track. The significant advantage of
the custom lens is realized at large field angles. When averaged over the full field, this gives the custom
lens the edge for random satellite detections, but, in the center of the field, both lenses are essentially
equal in performance. The slight improvement in sensitivity for the custom lens results from its wider
spectral bandwidth.
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Figure 75. Custom 135 mm f/2.0, averaged aperture – sidereal tracking
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Table 6. Comparing sensitivity of commercial and custom
135 mm focal length, f/2.0 lenses.
Sidereal
Sidereal
Tracking
Tracking
Commercial
Custom
135/2.0 Lens 135/2.0 Lens
13.60
13.66
13.24
13.66
12.70
13.66
12.66
12.30
11.75

12.65
12.65
12.65

The custom 135 mm, f/2.0 lens performs well, but it requires 15 lens elements and would therefore be
more expensive to produce. The Nikon 135 mm, f/1.8 lens seen in Figure 30 also requires 15 lens
elements, but as seen in Figure 31, its image quality is roughly one half that of our custom lens. The
Nikon patent design is faster at f/1.8, but it also exhibits vignetting and was designed for a narrower
optical bandpass. Still, the data in Table 6 demonstrate only a modest improvement in sensitivity for what
is likely to be an expensive lens to build in small quantities.
If one is going to the trouble of designing a custom lens, it might just as well be designed to operate with
as large an aperture as reasonably possible. Once again, following what turned out to be some extremely
lengthy design and optimization work, the custom optical design has been modified to operate at a focal
ratio of f/1.4. The optical layout for this lens is seen in Figure 76 with the ray-traced spot diagram seen in
Figure 77.
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Figure 76. Layout for custom design 135 mm, f/1.4 lens [113].

Figure 77. Spot diagram for custom design 135 mm, f/1.4 lens [113].
The spot diagram for the 135 mm, f/1.4 lens is noticeably worse than that for the custom 135 mm, f/2.0
lens, but of roughly the same quality as the commercial Canon 135 mm, f/2.0 lens. The f/1.4 lens does,
however, pass more than twice the light of the commercial lens (due to both aperture and vignetting), and
essentially twice the light of the f/2.0 custom lens. The layout for the two custom lenses appear to have
some similarities, but there are important internal differences nonetheless.
A plot of sensitivity for the 135 mm, f/1.4 lens is seen in Figure 78. At 14.17 visual magnitudes across the
full field, this lens is 0.92 magnitudes more sensitive than the aperture averaged performance of the
commercial Canon f/2.0 lens. In Table 7, we compare performance for the two lenses at the center, 70%,
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and edge field points. With its 97 mm diameter aperture and zero vignetting, the custom f/1.4 design
simply collects a lot more light than the alternatives, and has a resulting higher sensitivity.
Sensitivity VS Integration Time
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Figure 78. Custom 135 mm f/1.4, averaged aperture – sidereal tracking
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Table 7. Comparing sensitivity of commercial and custom
135 mm focal length, f/2.0 and f/1.4 lenses.
Sidereal
Sidereal
Tracking
Tracking
Commercial
Custom
135/2.0 Lens 135/1.4 Lens
13.60
14.17
13.24
14.17
12.70
14.17
12.66
12.30
11.75

13.22
13.22
13.22

5.3 Larger Custom Lens Examples
The 135 mm focal length custom lens designs presented in the previous section had apertures of 67.5 mm
and 97 mm. The lenses were designed with an internal aperture stop, placing some lenses in front of the
stop and some to the rear. While this is not a fully symmetrical arrangement, the fore and aft placement of
elements helps to reduce optical aberrations. The problem with this approach is that it results in lens
diameters that are larger than the system aperture. The extra lens element diameter is necessary to prevent
vignetting for off axis field points. As an example, consider again, the 135 mm, f/1.4 lens as shown in
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Figure 76. We present the same layout again in Figure 79, but this time we show only light rays that enter
the system with an angle of zero degrees relative to the optical axis. These are often referred to as being
“on axis” light rays. Note how the light bundle entering the first element does not fill the entire aperture.
This image, of course, shows only the rays that actually pass through the aperture stop and contribute to
the image. There are light rays outside this bundle that enter the first lens but eventually fail to pass
through the aperture; these are not shown.

Figure 79. Layout for custom design 135 mm, f/1.4 lens,
showing on-axis light rays only [113].
In more traditional configurations, the designer would limit the diameter of the first lens element to be
only slightly larger than the diameter required to accommodate the on-axis light bundle. Other lens
element diameters are adjusted as required to produce an acceptable light falloff at the edge of the field.
This adjustment reduces weight and cost, and has the added benefit of significantly simplifying the optical
design.
For our two custom 135mm focal length lenses, the diameter of the largest lens elements were:
•
•

f/2.0 design
f/1.4 design

134 mm
148 mm

As most standard production, optical glass is available only in strips of 40 mm thickness and 160 mm
width, these two lenses are nearing the practical limits of manufacturability. A smaller number of glass
types are available in larger blanks as standard production, and a modest number of glasses can be special
ordered in larger blanks. An example of larger glass materials comes from the Ohara I-Line catalog [114].
These are special glasses with improved ultraviolet transmission. Most are available in blanks up to 300
mm diameter. This catalog is, however, limited in the number and types of glass available.
As a result of glass limitations, the largest practical aperture for lens designs employing catalog glass
materials is about 150 mm. For traditional commercial designs that exhibit vignetting, this limits one to
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lenses ranging from a 400 mm, f/2.8 lens to a 200 mm, f/1.4 system. For custom lenses with an internal
aperture stop, designed for zero vignetting, we are limited to roughly a lens of 250mm focal length with
an f/2.0 focal ratio. An alternate optical design places the aperture stop on the first lens element, similar to
how a refractor is designed. In such cases, we can increase aperture slightly and achieve a lens of 300 mm
focal length with an f/2.0 focal ratio, but the field of view is not quite as wide as that achieved by designs
with an internal aperture stop. An example 300 mm, f/2.0 lens is shown in Figure 80. This lens has
excellent image quality, as seen in Figure 81, but only achieves this with a field of 10 degrees.

Figure 80. Layout for custom design 300 mm, f/2.0 lens [113].

Figure 81. Spot diagram for custom design 300 mm, f/2.0 lens [113].
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For lenses much larger than the above examples, the design approach must change, and two techniques
are available. First, we could use conventional types of glass, available in large diameter blanks, or we
could design the equivalent of a large auxiliary wide-angle lens to sit out front of a smaller aperture lens
system. From the world of commercial photographic equipment, auxiliary wide-angle lenses were
negative power, afocal Galilean telescopes that were attached to the front of camera lenses. They
maintained the designed aperture ratio of the camera lens, but reduced the focal length to result in a wider
image field. We can use the same concept to maintain focal ratio while increasing aperture and focal
length. This approach has optical limits and is useful for pushing apertures to about 175 mm diameter, but
not much larger. Rather than being an afocal attachment, the front focal reducer is optimized together
with the rear lens to produce an integrated, higher performance design. An example of this concept is seen
in Figure 82. This lens has a 175 mm aperture, a 268 mm focal length, and images a field of 15 degrees
diameter producing a 70 mm diameter image circle. The first four lenses are all of BK7 and F2 type glass.
The remaining nine lenses are all small enough to be made from more exotic catalog glass types.

Figure 82. Layout for custom 175 mm aperture, f/1.55lens [113].
The other approach to realizing larger lenses without custom ordering special types of glass, is to use only
materials that are available in large diameters. For our purposes, these include Schott types BK7, F2, and
LLF1, along with fused silica and crystalline calcium fluoride. The limiting material here is the CaF2,
which is normally only available up to about 320 mm diameter without special production efforts. This is
a greatly reduced set of materials to work from, but fortunately, CaF2 is renowned for its extremely low
chromatic dispersion.
As an example of such a lens design, consider the optical layout shown in Figure 83. This lens was
designed to duplicate the aperture and focal length of the famed Zeiss BMK-75 ballistic camera lens [1],
but was optimized for a much wider chromatic bandpass and designed to use a flat CCD photon detector.
The aperture is 300 mm while the focal length is 750mm. The system is designed to image a field of 10.2
degrees onto an STA-1600 CCD, having a diagonal measurement of 134 mm. Image quality, represented
by the ray-traced spot diagram, is seen in Figure 84.
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Figure 83. Layout for custom 300 mm aperture, f/2.5lens [113].

Figure 84. Spot diagram for custom 300 mm aperture, f/2.5lens [113].
Using the optical materials available in large sizes, a variety of lens designs are possible. Parameters for a
few such designs are presented in Table 8.
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Table 8. Parameters for select large lenses.
Aperture
(mm)
200
200
200
250
250
300

Focal Length
(mm)
500
425
400
750
500
750

Focal
Ratio
2.5
2.1
2.0
3.0
2.0
2.5

Field of View
(deg)
15.6
18.0
19.2
17.0
10.0
10.2

Limiting
Magnitude
15.88
16.00
16.05
16.40
16.25
16.50

The primary reason for going to larger aperture lenses is to increase the limiting magnitude for the survey
instrument. Table 8 also includes calculated limiting magnitudes of GEO targets for each of these six
lenses, assuming sidereal tracking. Each of these lenses, with the proper CCD, is capable of detecting
targets more than 2 magnitudes fainter than the commercial 135 mm focal length lens, and in one case,
almost 3 magnitudes fainter. Clearly, there is no substitute for effective aperture.

5.4 Custom APO Refractors
Well-designed traditional APOs have near diffraction limited performance, but this is usually on a curved
focal surface. For imaging applications, these telescopes normally require a field flattening optic, usually
with two or three lens elements. The newer APOs designed specifically for imaging normally have the
field flattening elements designed into and optimized with the overall optical system, thereby providing
some improvement in image quality. The potential for improving image quality with traditional APOs is
quite limited due to their current performance. Dedicated imaging APOs, as mentioned above, are
beginning to look more like camera lenses and often rely on some reduction in optical performance to
achieve wider fields of view. These systems can be improved upon with the right optical design.
As APOs see limited use in lens array-based survey work, we will not dedicate much space to the topic,
but will provide a single comparison of a custom imaging APO to the approximated performance for a
commercial, 102 mm aperture, f/5.1, sextuplet APO. Available information indicated the commercial
APO was optimized for a bandpass of 490 to 680 nm and had six lenses in two groups. The front group
included S-FPL53 glass by Ohara, while the rear group included H-FK61 glass from CDGM. The optical
layout for the approximated commercial APO is seen in Figure 85, with its corresponding spot diagram
seen in Figure 86. The approximated design was optimized to closely match published spot diagrams for
the commercial APO [115].
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Figure 85. Layout for approximated 102 mm aperture, f/5.1 APO [113].

Figure 86. Spot diagram for approximated 102 mm aperture, f/5.1 APO [113].
The custom APO was designed to match the aperture, focal ratio, and field of view of the commercial
unit, but was optimized for near diffraction limited performance over a bandpass of 375 to 900 nm. The
spot diagram for the custom APO is shown in Figure 87. Note the scale difference between Figures 86
and 87. Details of the custom APO optical design were not available, but it was mentioned to contain only
a single element of low dispersion glass and has a flat image surface with significant back focus.
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Figure 87. Spot diagram for custom 102 mm aperture, f/5.1 APO [113].
When comparing the sensitivity for GEO targets while engaged in sidereal tracking, we find that the
commercial APO achieves 13.18 visual magnitudes, while the custom design can reach 13.88 magnitudes,
both with an SNR=6, using a KAI-16000 CCD. The tighter spots and wider bandpass of the custom APO
result in 0.7 visual magnitudes more sensitivity from the same aperture optical system.
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6 Lenses vs. Telescopes: Cost and Performance
The previous sections were all dedicated to wide-field, large aperture lens systems for space surveillance.
When evaluating the effectiveness and efficiency of these systems, it is important to compare them to
telescopes to gain a better understanding of where each type of optical system offers the best combination
of coverage and sensitivity, with the lowest overall cost. In this section, we compare lenses with modern
versions of traditional reflecting telescopes, catadioptric telescopes, and medials.

6.1 General Characteristics of Optical Systems
Lens systems are limited in aperture to something less than approximately 300 mm. There are examples
of refractive ballistic cameras with larger aperture lenses, but these are rare instruments with performance
suitable for film but limited by present standards. The three great advantages of lens systems are that they
(1) do not have reflecting surfaces, with 7% to 9% loss of light for each reflection; (2) do not suffer from
obscuration; and (3) generally can produce wider fields of view than reflective systems. The
disadvantages include complex designs with multiple elements, many air-to-glass interfaces, weight, cost,
and chromatic aberration. Lenses are best used in applications requiring wide fields of view, where their
more limited apertures will not hinder the collection goals.
Reflective systems require a mirror and, in all but a very few cases, the designs include obscuration,
which reduces their effective collection aperture. The earliest reflective systems used only mirrors, but
almost all modern reflecting telescopes include a combination of lenses and mirrors to widen their field of
view, flatten the image plane, widen the chromatic bandpass, and improve image quality. Most modern
systems are based on the prime focus corrector [116], dating to 1913, and corrected Cassegrain systems
[117], similarly dating to 1913.
Reflective systems have the advantage of being available with much larger apertures than refractive
systems, but they often come with much more narrow fields of view. The one exception is the threemirror anastigmat system by Paul [118], dating to 1935. The Paul system is capable of much wider fields
than either the prime focus or Cassegrain systems, but it comes with significant obscuration, light losses
from three reflections, and it still requires refractive correcting lenses.
While Sampson, later followed by Ross and Wynne, attempted to correct and widen the field of
traditional reflecting telescopes, a great improvement in wide-field systems was introduced by Schmidt in
1930 [119]. The system combined a thin aspheric corrector plate located at both the aperture stop and
center of curvature for a spherical mirror. The Schmidt camera had a field of view significantly wider
than any optical system of its time. The full aperture aspheric corrector plate introduced essentially zero
optical power while correcting the optical aberrations of the spherical mirror. Schmidt introduced the
concept of the full-aperture catadioptric optical system.
It is interesting to note that Schmidt also developed a similar system that used three spherical mirrors
instead of the aspheric corrector plate [120]. This contribution of Schmidt is not well known, but is very
similar to the three-lens system patented by Houghton in 1944 [121].
What is known today as the Houghton system uses either two or three spherical lenses forming what is
essentially an afocal, full-aperture corrector for a spherical mirror telescope. The optical system is also
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known as the Richter-Slevogt [122], mostly in eastern-Europe and Russia. The Richter-Slevogt optical
system has been extensively studied by the master Russian designer, Terebizh [123], who introduced
modifications that significantly widen the field of view.
Medial optical systems are much less well known than any of the designs mentioned above. The medial
combines the functions of a lens with that of a mirror. These designs feature full aperture refractive
elements, like a catadioptric, but the lens contributes approximately half the total optical power. The best
known medial system is based on the British patent of Hamilton [124] dating to 1814, but the design
approach, was in fact, anticipated by Sir Isaac Newton as described in his, previously unpublished, notes
of 1673 [125]. Medials are capable of very wide fields and are relatively simple optical designs.
Catadioptric systems, such as the Schmidt, can image fields as wide as 20 degrees or more, but the image
is produced on a curved focal surface. When modifying these systems for flat-field imaging, fields of
view are much closer to 5 degrees diameter. There are no hard and fast rules, or limits, for how wide a
field can be produced by a given optical system, but in general, reflective systems with flat fields wider
than 10 degrees are either non-existent or suffer from poor image quality. Terebizh has prepared a
masterful work comparing the performance of ten different optical systems [126], but the work did not
concentrate on lens systems. Typical limits on fields of view for different optical systems are given in
Table 9. These are not absolute limits, but are based on experience with typical optical systems.
Table 9. Field limits of typical optical systems.
Optical System
Medium-Aperture,
High-Speed Lens
Systems
Large-Aperture, HighSpeed Lens Systems
Prime Focus Corrected
Reflectors
Corrected Cassegrain
Reflectors
Schmidt-Camera
Catadioptric
Houghton-Camera
Catadioptric
Richter-SlevogtTerebizh Cassegrain
Houghton-Terebizh
Cassegrain
Hamilton Medial

Typical Field
(deg)
40
20
6
5
6
5
10
10
10
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6.2 Comparison Criteria
The only useful comparison of dissimilar optical systems is an examination of how well, and
economically, they help fulfill a given observing mission. If we restrict our interests to a search for
satellites in GEO, from a given site, we need to surveil a patch of sky 120 degrees wide and 30 degrees
tall. The 120 degree requirement comes from viewing to within 30 degrees of the horizon on either side of
the zenith, while the 30 degree tall requirement comes from the expectation that most GEO satellites have
inclinations less than 15 degrees. Given this area of 3600 square degrees, the important performance
parameters are sensitivity, search rate (or coverage rate), and cost.
Sensitivity was discussed extensively in previous sections. For search, we want to design an observing
program that guarantees that no satellite bright enough to be seen can escape detection resulting from
incomplete coverage of the sky. With this in mind, two observing strategies need to be evaluated. One
strategy is to use enough optical systems to continuously observe the entire 3600 square degrees of sky
(or very close to that value). These systems are fixed and do not require repositioning or any type of
tracking. We refer to these as, staring systems.
The other strategy uses one or more systems on a moving mount to continuously tile the sky with small
observing patches. The mounts need to reposition the optical systems quickly, and then execute a sidereal
track while the cameras record. We refer to these as, tracking systems.
The key parameter is the search rate, which can be calculated in one of two ways. One simple view of
search rate is to take the image area of a system and multiply it by the number of fields that can be
exposed each hour, giving a value of square degrees per hour. The time required for each field depends
upon the integration time, image download time, number of frames per field, and move time. We assume
the move time is 5 seconds, with exposure times determined by the optical system and read times of 3
seconds per frame. The final frame for any field can be read out while the system is moving to the next
field position. A total of three frames are recorded at each field point. This approach gives a raw search
rate, but it does not guarantee a leak proof search strategy.
The second way to calculate search rate is to determine how long it takes a satellite to cross the image
field for each optical system. This value is then used as the maximum interval between revisits by the
optical system. While a telescope and drive might be able to cover more square degrees each hour, the
requirement for revisit effectively limits the useful search rate. This approach produces a lower search
rate, thereby requiring more optical systems to cover the 3600 square degree patch of sky.
To calculate total system cost, we use published prices for telescopes, where available, or estimate the
cost based on commercial optics for the lens systems. Each optical system requires a camera and a
computer. For the step and track search strategy, each optical system also requires a mount and drive.
Other than the optical systems, the estimated cost of commercial components used for this study are
shown in Table 10.
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Table 10. Estimated cost of system components.

Item
43mm CCD Camera
52mm CCD Camera
61mm CCD Camera
70mm CCD Camera
87mm CCD Camera
135mm CCD Camera

Cost
$10,000
$15,000
$20,000
$20,000
$150,000
$200,000

Mount/Drive Cost
Computer Cost

$10,000
$5,000

6.3 Cost vs. Sensitivity
6.3.1 Commercial Lens Arrays
As the primary topic of this report is lens arrays, we examine the cost vs. performance trades first. Table
11 presents the characteristics of ten commercial lens systems ranging from 24 to 400 mm focal length.
Each lens is based on available information for a commercial product. Prices are based on published
values for current similar products. Performance is reported in terms of limiting visual magnitude with an
associated total cost per site for both staring and tracking systems. These data are presented in Table 12
and shown graphically in Figure 88. Note that the costs for the lenses are presented in dollars, while the
cost for a site is given in thousands of dollars.
Table 11. Characteristics of commercial lens systems.

Commercial Lenses
Manufacturer
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Canon
Commercial
Canon
Canon
Canon
Canon

Model
L 24/1.4 - Aspheric
L 28/1.4 - Aspheric
L 35/1.4 - Aspheric
L 50/1.2 - Aspheric
L 85/1.2 - Aspheric
L 100/2.0 - Aspheric
L 135/2.0
L 200/1.8
L 300/2.8
L 400/2.8

Focal
Aperture Length
(mm)
(mm)
17.5
24.5
20
28
25
35
41.5
50
71
85
50
100
67.5
135
111
200
107
300
143
400

f/#
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.2
1.2
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.8
2.8

CCD
Diagonal
(mm)
43
43
43
43
43
43
43
43
43
43

Limiting
Limiting
FOV
Magnitude Magnitude
(deg)
Staring
Tracking
82.54
12.0
11.1
75.04
12.2
11.4
63.12
12.5
11.6
46.54
12.9
12.0
28.39
13.3
12.4
24.27
14.0
13.1
18.10
14.3
13.3
12.27
15.2
14.1
8.20
15.0
13.7
6.15
15.4
14.1

Typical
Cost
($)
$4,999
$4,999
$999
$1,349
$1,899
$499
$999
$5,699
$6,099
$9,999
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Table 12. Performance vs. cost for commercial lens array sites.

Commercial Lenses
Manufacturer
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Canon
Commercial
Canon
Canon
Canon
Canon

Model
L 24/1.4 - Aspheric
L 28/1.4 - Aspheric
L 35/1.4 - Aspheric
L 50/1.2 - Aspheric
L 85/1.2 - Aspheric
L 100/2.0 - Aspheric
L 135/2.0
L 200/1.8
L 300/2.8
L 400/2.8

Staring
Number
Required
2
2
2
3
10
12
24
48
119
207

Sensitivity
12.0
12.2
12.5
12.9
13.3
14.0
14.3
15.2
15.0
15.4

Tracking
Total
Total
Site Cost
Number
Site Cost
(k$)
Required Sensitivity
(k$)
$40
1
11.1
$30
$40
1
11.4
$30
$32
1
11.6
$26
$49
1
12.0
$26
$169
1
12.4
$27
$186
1
13.1
$25
$384
1
13.3
$26
$994
1
14.1
$31
$2,511
1
13.7
$31
$5,175
3
14.1
$105

Figure 88. Limiting magnitude vs. cost for commercial lens arrays.
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6.3.2 Custom Lens Arrays
Data for arrays of custom lenses are presented in Tables 13 and 14 and in Figure 89.
Table 13. Characteristics of custom lens systems.

Custom Lenses
Manufacturer
JTMA Design
JTMA Design
JTMA Design
JTMA Design
JTMA Design
JTMA Design
JTMA Design
JTMA Design
JTMA Design
JTMA Design

Model
Non Vignetting 135/2
Non Vignetting 135/1.4
Non Vignetting 200/2
Non Vignetting 400/2.8
Non Vignetting 300/2
NVNon Vignetting
Non Vignetting 425/2.125
Non Vignetting 500/2.5
Non Vignetting 500/2
Non Vignetting 750/2.5

Focal
Aperture Length
(mm)
(mm)
67.5
135
97
135
100
200
143
400
150
300
200
400
200
425
200
500
250
500
300
750

f/#
2.0
1.4
2.0
2.8
2.0
2.0
2.1
2.5
2.0
2.5

CCD
Diagonal
(mm)
43
43
52
87
52
135
135
135
87
135

Limiting
Limiting
Estimated
FOV
Magnitude Magnitude
Cost
(deg)
Staring
Tracking
($)
18.10
14.9
13.9
$5,573
18.10
15.2
14.3
$9,956
14.81
15.6
14.7
$16,000
12.41
16.4
15.4
$20,000
9.91
16.4
15.4
$19,998
19.16
16.9
16.0
$31,688
18.05
17.0
16.0
$31,688
15.38
17.0
15.9
$31,688
9.94
17.2
16.3
$45,284
10.29
17.6
16.5
$60,623

Table 14. Performance vs. cost for custom lens array sites.

Custom Lenses
Manufacturer
JTMA Design
JTMA Design
JTMA Design
JTMA Design
JTMA Design
JTMA Design
JTMA Design
JTMA Design
JTMA Design
JTMA Design

Model
Non Vignetting 135/2
Non Vignetting 135/1.4
Non Vignetting 200/2
Non Vignetting 400/2.8
Non Vignetting 300/2
NVNon Vignetting
Non Vignetting 425/2.125
Non Vignetting 500/2.5
Non Vignetting 500/2
Non Vignetting 750/2.5

Staring
Number
Required Sensitivity
24
14.9
24
15.2
33
15.6
42
16.4
68
16.4
18
16.9
18
17.0
33
17.0
68
17.2
64
17.6

Tracking
Total
Total
Site Cost
Number
Site Cost
(k$)
Required Sensitivity
(k$)
$494
1
13.9
$31
$599
1
14.3
$35
$1,188
1
14.7
$46
$7,350
1
15.4
$185
$2,720
1
15.4
$50
$4,260
1
16.0
$247
$4,260
1
16.0
$247
$7,811
1
15.9
$247
$13,619
1
16.3
$210
$17,000
1
16.5
$276
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Total Site Cost VS Limiting Magnitude
for Custom Lens Systems

Total Site Cost (Thousands of Dollars)

$1,000,000

$100,000

$10,000

Staring
Tracking

$1,000

$100

$10
11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

Limiting Magnitude

Figure 89. Limiting magnitude vs. cost for custom lens arrays.

6.3.3 Arrays of Reflecting Telescopes
This section reports data for fast, commercial, reflecting telescopes of 600 mm aperture and smaller.
Table 15. Characteristics of reflecting telescope systems.

Reflecting Telescopes
Manufacturer
APM
APM
APM
APM
APM
Astro Systeme Austria
Officina Stellare
Officina Stellare
Officina Stellare
Officina Stellare
Officina Stellare
Officina Stellare
Officina Stellare
Takahashi
Takahashi
TS Boren-Simon
TS Boren-Simon

Model
Large Prime Focus Astrograph
Wynne-Riccardi-Astrograph
Wynne-Riccardi-Astrograph
Wynne-Riccardi-Astrograph
Wynne-Riccardi-Astrograph
ASA Astrograph 8H
RiFAst 300
RiFAst 400
RiFAst 500
Ultra CRC 300
Veloce RH 200AT
Veloce RH 300
Veloce RH 350
Epsilon 130D
Epsilon 180
PowerNewton Astrograph
PowerNewton Astrograph

Aperture
(mm)
560
305
406
560
600
200
300
400
500
300
200
300
350
130
180
200
254

Focal
Length
(mm)
1120
850
1130
1400
1500
560
1150
1550
1900
1620
600
900
980
430
500
560
711

f/#
2.0
2.8
2.8
2.5
2.5
2.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
5.4
3.0
3.0
2.8
3.3
2.8
2.8
2.8

CCD
Diagonal
(mm)
87
87
87
87
87
52
61
70
87
61
43
61
61
43
43
25
25

FOV
(deg)
4.45
5.86
4.41
3.56
3.32
5.32
3.04
2.59
2.62
2.16
4.10
3.88
3.57
5.72
4.92
2.56
2.01

Limiting
Limiting
Magnitude Magnitude
Staring
Tracking
18.0
17.1
17.4
16.3
17.8
16.9
18.2
17.3
18.4
17.4
15.7
14.5
16.7
15.4
17.1
15.8
17.9
16.7
16.6
15.2
15.3
14.0
16.2
14.9
16.4
15.1
15.0
13.7
15.7
14.3
15.7
14.5
15.9
14.6

Optical
System
Cost
($)
$101,250
$20,250
$50,625
$101,250
$118,100
$12,200
$26,995
$26,995
$49,695
$16,475
$7,795
$24,395
$40,695
$2,995
$5,400
$2,160
$2,575
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Table 16. Performance vs. cost for reflecting telescope array sites.
Staring

Reflecting Telescopes
Manufacturer
APM
APM
APM
APM
APM
Astro Systeme Austria
Officina Stellare
Officina Stellare
Officina Stellare
Officina Stellare
Officina Stellare
Officina Stellare
Officina Stellare
Takahashi
Takahashi
TS Boren-Simon
TS Boren-Simon

Model
Large Prime Focus Astrograph
Wynne-Riccardi-Astrograph
Wynne-Riccardi-Astrograph
Wynne-Riccardi-Astrograph
Wynne-Riccardi-Astrograph
ASA Astrograph 8H
RiFAst 300
RiFAst 400
RiFAst 500
Ultra CRC 300
Veloce RH 200AT
Veloce RH 300
Veloce RH 350
Epsilon 130D
Epsilon 180
PowerNewton Astrograph
PowerNewton Astrograph

Number
Required Sensitivity
380
18.0
203
17.4
380
17.8
576
18.2
663
18.4
256
15.7
784
16.7
1056
17.1
1040
17.9
1580
16.6
455
15.3
484
16.2
576
16.4
225
15.0
319
15.7
1122
15.7
1764
15.9

Tracking
Total
Total
Site Cost
Number
Site Cost
(k$)
Required Sensitivity
(k$)
$97,375
6
17.1
$1,598
$35,576
3
16.3
$556
$78,138
6
16.9
$1,294
$147,600
11
17.3
$2,929
$181,065
14
17.4
$3,963
$8,243
4
14.5
$169
$40,764
19
15.4
$1,178
$54,907
30
15.8
$1,860
$212,883
28
16.7
$6,011
$65,531
52
15.2
$2,677
$10,372
9
14.0
$295
$23,907
9
14.9
$535
$37,840
12
15.1
$908
$4,049
3
13.7
$84
$6,508
5
14.3
$152
$19,254
34
14.5
$923
$31,002
66
14.6
$1,820

Total Site Cost VS Limiting Magnitude
for Reflecting Telescope Systems
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Figure 90. Limiting magnitude vs. cost for reflecting telescope arrays.
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6.3.4 Arrays of Medial and Catadioptric Telescopes
Medial and catadioptric optical systems proved to be the most challenging as only a few are made for the
commercial market. To augment the number of systems used for comparison, we included nine Russian
systems used with ISON [127], the Sova-25 system from the Russian Pritsel Space Surveillance facility
[37], and two Chinese systems (the CSTAR [128] and AST3 [129]). The three systems by Officina
Stellare are actually Cassegrain form medials, while the four Celestron systems are all based on the
Schmidt-camera. As there are no published cost figures for the Russian and Chinese systems, we
arbitrarily assigned them a per unit cost of $20,000. The specific foreign optical systems include the
following:
•

GAS-250

250 mm aperture

Hamilton optical system

•

ORI-25

250 mm aperture

Hamilton optical system

•

ORI-40

400 mm aperture

Hamilton optical system

•
•

Santel-400
Santel-500

400 mm aperture
500 mm aperture

Hamilton optical system
Hamilton optical system

•

VT-78a

192 mm aperture

Houghton-Terebizh optical system

•

Genon Max

300 mm aperture

Houghton-Terebizh optical system

•
•

RST-220
VT-52c

220 mm aperture
180 mm aperture

Richter-Slevogt-Terebizh optical system
Richter-Slevogt-Terebizh Cassegrain

•

Sova-25

250 mm aperture

Richter-Slevogt-Terebizh Cassegrain

•
•

CSTAR
AST3

145 mm aperture
500 mm aperture

Houghton-Cassegrain optical system
Baker/Schmidt/Wright optical system

The optical system of the Chinese AST3 telescope is a bit more difficult to categorize. It uses an aspheric
Schmidt-type plate, combined with a hyperbolic primary mirror, followed by a lens corrector group
located just before the focal plane. It includes elements of a Schmidt camera, a Wright camera [130], and
a Baker Reflector Camera [131], but does not fit perfectly into any single design family. The
characteristics and sensitivity of various medial and catadioptric optical systems are seen in Tables 17 and
18, with a plot of cost as a function of sensitivity in Figure 91.
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Table 17. Characteristics of catadioptric and medial systems.

Catadioptrics and Medials
Manufacturer
ISON
ISON
ISON
Sankovich
Sankovich
Officina Stellare
Officina Stellare
Officina Stellare
ISON
Borisov
ISON
ISON
Russia
China
Celestron
Celestron
Celestron
Celestron
China

Model
GAS-250
ORI-25
ORI-40
Santel-400
Santel-500
Veloce RH 200AT
Veloce RH 300
Veloce RH 350
VT-78a
Genon Max (VT-99c)
RST-220 (Terebizh)
VT-52c
Sova-25 (VT-51d)
CStar (sCMOS)
C-11 with HyperStar
RASA-11
C-14 with HyperStar
RASA-14
AST3

Aperture
(mm)
250
250
400
400
500
200
300
350
192
300
220
180
250
145
279.4
279.4
355.6
355.6
500

Focal
Length
(mm)
740
625
915
1000
1250
600
900
980
300
450
507
294
410
174
560
620
684
790
1866

f/#
3.0
2.5
2.3
2.5
2.5
3.0
3.0
2.8
1.6
1.5
2.3
1.6
1.6
1.2
2.0
2.2
1.9
2.2
3.7

CCD
Diagonal
(mm)
52
52
52
52
52
43
61
61
52
52
52
52
72
21
28
43
43
61
106

FOV
(deg)
4.02
4.76
3.26
2.98
2.38
4.10
3.88
3.57
9.91
6.61
5.87
10.11
10.04
6.91
2.86
3.97
3.60
4.42
3.25

Limiting
Limiting
Magnitude Magnitude
Staring
Tracking
16.5
15.2
16.6
15.4
17.3
16.2
17.2
15.9
17.7
16.5
15.3
14.0
16.2
14.9
16.4
15.1
16.0
15.0
16.7
15.7
16.3
15.3
15.9
14.8
16.3
15.4
15.5
14.6
16.1
14.9
16.4
15.2
16.6
15.4
16.8
15.5
18.1
16.7

Optical
System
Cost
($)
$20,000
$20,000
$20,000
$20,000
$20,000
$7,795
$24,395
$40,695
$20,000
$20,000
$20,000
$20,000
$20,000
$20,000
$2,794
$3,499
$5,598
$9,995
$20,000

Table 18. Performance VS cost for catadioptric and medial array sites.

Catadioptrics and Medials
Manufacturer
ISON
ISON
ISON
Sankovich
Sankovich
Officina Stellare
Officina Stellare
Officina Stellare
ISON
Borisov
ISON
ISON
Russia
China
Celestron
Celestron
Celestron
Celestron
China

Model
GAS-250
ORI-25
ORI-40
Santel-400
Santel-500
Veloce RH 200AT
Veloce RH 300
Veloce RH 350
VT-78a
Genon Max (VT-99c)
RST-220 (Terebizh)
VT-52c
Sova-25 (VT-51d)
CStar (sCMOS)
C-11 with HyperStar
RASA-11
C-14 with HyperStar
RASA-14
AST3

Staring
Number
Required Sensitivity
462
16.5
324
16.6
676
17.3
798
17.2
1278
17.7
455
15.3
484
16.2
576
16.4
68
16.0
156
16.7
203
16.3
68
15.9
68
16.3
150
15.5
885
16.1
486
16.4
600
16.6
380
16.8
861
18.1

Tracking
Total
Total
Site Cost
Number
Site Cost
(k$)
Required Sensitivity
(k$)
$18,480
8
15.2
$400
$12,960
5
15.4
$250
$27,040
15
16.2
$750
$31,920
19
15.9
$950
$51,120
38
16.5
$1,900
$10,372
9
14.0
$295
$23,907
9
14.9
$535
$37,840
12
15.1
$908
$2,720
1
15.0
$50
$6,240
2
15.7
$100
$8,120
3
15.3
$150
$2,720
1
14.8
$50
$3,060
1
15.4
$55
$7,500
2
14.6
$120
$15,748
26
14.9
$723
$8,991
9
15.2
$256
$12,359
13
15.4
$398
$13,298
6
15.5
$270
$193,725
20
16.7
$4,700
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Figure 91. Limiting magnitude VS cost for catadioptric and medial arrays.

6.4 Results of Comparisons
The data presented in Section 6.3 provide for some interesting conclusions. For high sensitivity, there is
no substitute for aperture. Lens systems with apertures larger than approximately 150 mm diameter are
simply not available as commercial items. For high sensitivity, reflecting telescopes are the answer, but
due to their size and cost, they are not suitable for staring applications where one requires continuous
observation of an area covering thousands of square degrees. Reflecting telescopes are more suited to
being mounted on drive mechanisms that allow for rapid repositioning and tracking.
For applications requiring continuous surveillance of wide areas of the sky, lens systems are the obvious
choice, but they come with the limitation of lower sensitivity in any single frame. Lenses have sufficiently
wide fields that a modest number of systems can be used to tile a significant area of the sky. With
continuous surveillance, multiple frames can be stacked and processed together to improve sensitivity.
Custom lenses help to improve sensitivity and utility, and can even offer wider fields with larger apertures
than commercial lenses, but they still cannot approach the capabilities of reflecting telescopes.
Between reflecting telescopes and photographic lenses are the interesting optical designs known as
catadioptrics and medials. These systems offer wider fields than traditional reflecting telescopes, but are
limited to roughly 10 to 12 degrees total field and therefore cannot replace photographic lenses. Medials
and catadioptrics, however, can easily be produced with apertures much larger than most lens systems and
at a fraction of the price. Similar to reflecting telescopes, these systems do suffer from obscuration and
some designs have vignetting, but it is much easier to increase the aperture of a medial or catadioptric,
than to increase the aperture of a lens system. It is interesting to note that project ISON, which is perhaps
the largest global assembly of telescopes performing space surveillance, uses significant numbers of
medial and catadioptric telescopes of the Hamilton, Richter-Slevogt, and Houghton-Terebizh
configurations.
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Combined with the selection of optical system, one must also consider whether to image while staring or
in sidereal track. For fixed camera arrays, the only choice is to stare. The staring system has advantages in
sensitivity but disadvantages in image processing. However, if one keeps the exposures sufficiently short,
the stars will not streak more than a single pixel, and image processing and data reduction are fairly
simple. Tracking systems result in well-defined star fields, making data reduction much easier, but the
streaking targets result in a lower sensitivity without the application of other techniques such as streak
integration, image stacking, and multiple hypothesis tracking.
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7 All-Sky, Whole-Sky, Meteor, Aurora and Fisheye Cameras
As discussed in previous sections, staring arrays of lens systems are useful for continuous imaging of very
wide fields at low to moderate sensitivity, while a smaller number of tracking telescopes (reflectors,
medials, or catadioptrics) can image the same area with higher sensitivity but without continuous
coverage. To provide a more complete treatment of the overall topic, it is necessary to examine the utility
of optical systems intended to capture all, or at least most, of the sky with a single image. Such systems
are described by a number of different names, usually somewhat related to their intended application.
They are, at times, known as all-sky cameras; whole sky cameras; cloud, meteor, canopy, or aurora
cameras; and fisheye cameras. Some people simply refer to these systems as hemisphere cameras.

7.1 Development of Whole-Sky Imaging Systems
A review of the technical literature suggests that the first use of wide-field cameras to image all, or most,
of the sky occurred in 1896 when Koppe used multiple cameras and parallax to measure the height of
clouds [132]. In 1905, Mueller was working with a camera that rotated to collect a hemispheric image of
the sky. The work was reported by Fassiq in 1915, but Fassiq states that he watched a demonstration of
the camera 10 years before [133]. The camera was inclined at a 45-degree angle. It would rotate about a
vertical axis, while the film inside also rotated. A picture of the camera is seen in Figure 92, with a
sample image of clouds shown in Figure 93.

Figure 92. Mueller whole sky camera (circa 1905).
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Figure 93. Hemispheric cloud image from Mueller’s camera.
In 1905, Wood hinted at the idea of a fisheye camera [134], but did not explicitly describe the concept
until the second edition of his text in 1914 [135]. Wood not only described how a fish views the abovewater world, but also demonstrated the concept, presenting sample images recording a full 180-degree
hemisphere. An image from Wood’s camera is shown in Figure 94.

Figure 94. Image from fisheye camera by Wood (circa 1914).
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In 1922, Bond published details of how he eliminated the water from the Wood’s fisheye camera,
replacing it with a hemisphere of glass [136]. A problem with this design was that the image was
produced on a hemispheric surface, making the camera less than useful at the time. Bond’s optical
concept is seen in Figure 95.

Figure 95. Bond’s 1922 fisheye camera concept.
The greatest surprise found in the literature for fisheye lenses and whole sky imaging systems comes from
1923, when Bernhard Schmidt, who later would invent the famous Schmidt Camera, patented a lens
systems with a 120-degree field of view [137]. The basic lens consisted of a plano-concave, crown glass
negative element mated with a plano-convex flint glass positive element. The two lenses could fit together
to form a planar slab of glass, but Schmidt realized that he could separate the lenses and put a unitary
power relay optical system in between the two major elements to lengthen the lens and make the optical
system more useful [138]. A drawing of Schmidt’s near fisheye lens is seen in Figure 96.

Figure 96. Schmidt’s 120-degree lens of 1923 [137].
In 1924, Hill patented the design for the first true fisheye lens [139]. It could record an image of a full
hemisphere and project it onto a flat focal surface, making it compatible with film and photographic
plates. Hill describes the optical system and mentions the intended use for recording images of clouds
[140]. An illustration of the Hill design is seen in Figure 97. From 1924 forward, the optical designs for
many different fisheye lenses are found in the technical and patent literature. The first complex fisheye
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design is seen in German patent 620,538 from 1935 [141]. This design more closely resembles modern
fisheye lens layouts and imaged a field of 160 degrees. Since their invention, fisheye lenses have been
used for everything from forest canopy studies [142] to satellite detection and tracking [143].

Figure 97. Optical design for Hill’s fisheye lens [139].
The other approach to imaging the whole sky, or most of the visible sky, is to use a combination of lenses
and mirrors. Reflective all-sky cameras come in three basic forms: one using a single concave mirror,
another using a single convex mirror, and a third using two convex mirrors. The first mention of a wide
field camera using a reflective mirror dates to 1911. This device was designed to capture a panoramic, but
not a hemispherical image. It used a conventional camera pointed at a conical mirror [144].
The first mention of a whole sky imager using a convex mirror was during a 1929-1930 expedition to
Greenland where Georgi required an optical system to capture images of the aurora [145]. The system
used a conventional camera with a mirrored convex surface. A similar device was used in 1947 by
Gartlein to photograph the aurora from multiple northern latitude sites. A picture of Gartlein’s camera is
seen in Figure 98.
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Figure 98. Convex mirror whole sky camera used by Gartlein in 1947 [146].
In 1945, Henyey and Greenstein developed a 140-degree sky imager using a conventional camera lens
pointed into a concave spherical mirror [147]. This device and several copies were used to record
everything from meteor showers and the aurora, to simple star fields. A picture of the Henyey-Greenstein
camera is shown in Figure 99, with an image from the camera shown in Figure 100.
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Figure 99. Concave reflecting all-sky camera by Henyey and Greenstein [148].

Figure 100. Image made with Henyey and Greenstein camera [148].
The whole sky camera based on a two convex mirrors was patented by Young in 1947 [149]. This system
uses a conventional camera pointed up through a hole in the convex primary mirror. The camera stares
into the convex secondary mirror. This approach is more compact than either of the single mirror
concepts and has the advantage of minimizing the image of the camera seen in each frame. A drawing of
the Young design is shown in Figure 101, with an image of an actual system seen in Figure 102.
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Figure 101. Young two-mirror whole sky camera [149].

Figure 102. A functional example of a Young two-mirror whole sky camera [150].
Since the work of Georgi, Henyey and Greenstein, and Young, there have been many modifications of the
reflective all-sky camera concept, but all of them are based on these three pioneering efforts. Most of the
recent work has been focused on unfolding the highly distorted images to produce orthographic
projections for sections of the hemispheric image.
A significant problem with fisheye lenses and reflective whole sky imagers is that their effective apertures
are quite small. A typical fisheye lens will have an effective aperture of 10 mm or less, while reflective
systems with large diameter mirrors will similarly have entrance pupils on the order of 10 mm. These
systems simply do not admit much light. An alternate approach is to use a small array of wide angle
camera lenses to cover all, or most, of the visible sky. The best example of such a system is the
RAPTOR-Q developed at Los Alamos National Laboratory [6]. This system uses five 24 mm f/1.4
camera lenses with effective apertures of 17.14 mm, admitting nearly three times as much light as a
typical fisheye lens or reflective whole sky camera. The individual images need to be stitched together,
but with modern digital image processing, this task is trivial. A sample image from the RAPTOR-Q
system is shown in Figure 103.
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Figure 103. Image from the RAPTOR-Q system [151].

7.2 Cameras for Meteor and Aurora Photography
Phenomena such as meteor showers and aurora displays cover large parts of the sky, but they do not
require a whole sky imaging system to record them. A number of optical systems were developed
specifically for meteor photography, and a number of commercial wide-field lenses have been pressed
into service for recording both meteors and the aurora. Perhaps the best known meteor camera is the
Baker Super Schmidt with a 12.25-inch aperture and an 8-inch focal length [152]. These cameras could
record a field of 53 degrees diameter with image quality higher than any comparable lens, but with the
disadvantage of producing images onto a highly curved spherical surface. These cameras were optically
faster and recorded a wider field than the Baker-Nunn satellite cameras, but had a smaller aperture and a
more highly curved focal surface, making them more difficult to work with. The optical layout for a
Baker Super Schmidt is shown in Figure 104. The achromatic Schmidt plate in the center of the system is
aspheric, though not as much so as required for a classic Schmidt camera of equivalent aperture and focal
ratio.

Figure 104. Optical layout of the Baker Super Schmidt meteor camera [153].
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While the Baker Super Schmidt system has a respectable aperture for satellite tracking, the camera could
not easily be adapted due to the highly curved focal surface. Past efforts to adapt CCD imagers to BakerNunn [154] and Schmidt cameras [155] with their more gentle curved focal surfaces have resulted in
significant reductions in the useful field of view, to the point where other optical approaches are less
expensive and more efficient. A recent optical system developed by Terebizh [156] can image a 45degree field onto a spherical surface at f/2.5. While the spherical surface is still a problem for CCDs, the
slower focal ratio eases the problem of locally flattening the image so that a mosaic of CCDs with
different orientations could still capture a high quality image. The Terebizh design also has the advantage
of requiring only one type of glass, and all spherical surfaces. At present, the Terebizh design has not
been built.
The other approach for imaging large parts of the sky, without a whole sky camera, utilizes lenses. As
meteors are fleeting targets, they require either large apertures or fast optical systems to render useful
images on film. With CCD sensors, these restraints can be relaxed somewhat, but given the small size of
pixels, modern systems require higher image quality from their lenses. When using film, two popular
lenses were the Super Farron [157], with a 76 mm aperture, 30-degree field of view and a relative
aperture of f/0.87; and the commercial Ross Xpress lens of 1.5-inch aperture, a 60-degree field of view
and an f/4 relative aperture [153, 158]. Neither of these lenses produces sufficient image quality to justify
adapting them to CCD sensors. Attempts to develop designs for modern lenses with parameters similar to
those of the Super Farron result in only slight improvement.

7.3 Whole Sky Imaging Systems for Space Surveillance
Whole sky cameras do not need to be deployed in arrays. A single system can image the entire visible sky
from a given site. Instead of arrays, we find networks of individual systems employed for fireball
(meteor) monitoring and weather observations. The utility of such systems for space surveillance is just
beginning to be explored.
One of the significant limitations of whole sky imagers is their small effective aperture. For space
surveillance and satellite tracking, the small effective aperture results in lower sensitivity as individual
pixels viewing wide areas of sky collect lots of background signal while faint targets contribute very little
signal of their own. Optical models for a fisheye lens and a Henyey-Greenstein camera, both with 20 mm
focal length and 10 mm aperture, were developed in Zemax and then used to assess the resulting
sensitivity on a conventional DSLR class sensor. The results are essentially as one would expect. The
fisheye lens performs slightly better than the reflective camera. The fisheye lens has more optical surfaces
and air-to-glass interfaces to contend with, while the reflective camera suffers from a 10% loss of photons
due to the single reflection. The results of simulations for both sidereal tracking (which makes no sense
for a whole sky imaging system) and untracked staring mode are shown in Table 19.
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Table 19. Sensitivity calculations for 10 mm aperture whole sky cameras.

Fisheye
Lens
H-G
Camera

Sidereal Track
Untracked
Sidereal Track
Untracked

Limiting
Magnitude
10.37
11.19
10.36
11.18

Exposure
Time (s)
20
100
20
100

One point of interest in Table 19 are the exposure times. These result from the time it would require a
target spot to move across a single pixel. These long times tend to greatly reduce the overall data rate
from a single site, but have no other real benefit. Shorter exposures are possible, but with a loss of
sensitivity, unless some form of frame stacking is employed. The exposure times are an average across
the field, as stars near the center move very slowly while stars near the edge will move more rapidly.
The huge advantage of a whole sky imaging system is that any target above its detection threshold is
guaranteed to be observed. The disadvantage is that most of the targets observed are less than interesting.
Lens arrays, while requiring more systems to capture an appreciable percentage of the sky, are
significantly more sensitive and, hence, more useful for space surveillance.
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8 Summary
Lens arrays offer many small observing programs the opportunity to put significant quantities of
equipment into operation at a very low cost. As a result, we have seen a proliferation of observing
projects using arrays of commercial cameras equipped with commercial photographic lenses. These
systems perform well, but the convenience of low initial price and rapid availability comes with
limitations. Unlike APO refractors, photographic lenses are not designed for the special demands of
astrophotography. The designs are optimized for the multitude of demands required for general
photography rather than serving as point designs for astronomy. Design compromises—including
vignetting, bandpass narrowing, and chromatic weighting—all conspire to reduce sensitivity. The
significant advantage of lens systems, however, is their ability to image fields wider than most, if not all,
reflecting telescopes.
One alternative to commercial photographic lenses is to develop custom lenses specifically optimized for
wide-field astronomical observation. These lenses can be designed with higher image quality, larger
apertures, smaller relative apertures, and overall wider fields of view. Combining these improvements in a
single optical system results in a significant improvement in sensitivity, with only a modest increase in
cost.
While lens systems are attractive due to their small size and relative ruggedness, they are not the solution
for all observing missions. When high sensitivity is required and continuous surveillance is not, arrays
composed of smaller numbers of telescopes based on either catadioptric or medial designs appear to
provide the most cost-effective solution. Specifically, many of the Russian designs developed by the
master Russian optical physicist, Dr. Valery Terebizh, for the ISON program offer very wide fields of
view with apertures larger than available commercial lens systems. These designs provide higher
sensitivity without a significant increase in the number of systems necessary to cover the celestial region
of interest.
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